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A Comparative Study of British Barristers
and American Legal Practice and
Education
Mariyn J Berger*

I.

INTRODUCTION

The conduct of a trial in England is undeniably an impressive undertaking. Costume alone transports the viewer to Elizabethan time.
Counsel and judges, bewigged and gowned,' appear in a cloistered, regal setting, strewn with leather-bound books. Brightly colored ribbons
of red, green, yellow and white, rather than metal clips and staples
fasten the legal papers.2 After comparison with the volatile atmosphere

and often unruly conduct of a trial in a United States courtroom, it is
natural to assume that the British model of courtroom advocacy pro* B.S., 1965, Cornell University; J.D., University of California at Berkeley. Associate Professor of Law, University of Puget Sound School of Law. This article is based on the author's observations and interviews while a Visiting Professor of Law at the Polytechnic of the South Bank in
London, 1981-82, and a scholar-in-residence at King's College, December-June, 1982. The author
expresses her appreciation for the encouragement and comments of Lecturer in Law Maurice
Sunkin, South Bank Polytechnic and the insights of barrister Philip Statman of the Middle Temple, London. The author also gratefully acknowledges the editorial assistance of Associate Professor Andrew Walkover and Professor Douglas Branson in the preparation of this article.
I Although wigs and gowns may add dignity and solemnity to a British courtroom, such
costuming is not universally accepted:
I do feel that it is no longer appropriate, and indeed faintly ridiculous, that grown members
of a learned profession should wear period custumes. This is particularly so since they adopt
the convention of our undergraduate days, that the honourable nature of a garment is reflected by its age and tatters. But I also believe that there is a more important aspect of the
wig and gown than the question of maintaining a tradition of discarding it. I think it reflects
an attitude on the part of the people who wear it which is no longer a relevant or contemporary one. It serves to maintain differences and distinctions which I believe should be minimized and not stressed.
GOODMAN, NOT FOR THE REcoRD 78 (1972), quoted in R. HAZELL, THE BAR ON TRLAL 31
(1978).
2 The different colored ribbons signify which side counsel represents.
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vides an instructive model for its American counterpart.

Recent criticisms in the United States aimed at courtroom lawyer
performance claim that performance has reached an abysmal level.4
Prompted by concern for improving the level of American lawyers' per-

formance in federal courts, United States Supreme Court Chief Justice
Warren E. Burger appointed a committee (known as the Devitt Committee, after chairman Edward J. Devitt) to study the performance of
attorneys in federal courts and, if necessary, to make recommendations
for improving the performance of advocates in the federal courts.' Although it remains debatable as to whether the epidemic proportions of

incompetency 6 identified by the Devitt Committee and other critics of
3 See Maness v. Meyers, 419 U.S. 449 (1975); In re Dillinger, 461 F.2d 389 (7th Cir. 1972).
4 Bazelon, The Defective Assistance of Counsel, 42 U. CIN. L. REv. 1 (1973) observed that
many defense lawyers in criminal cases are "walking violations of the Sixth Amendment." Id at
2; see also Burger, The Special Skills of Advocacy: Are Specialized Trainingand Certfcationof
Advocates Essential to Our System of Justice?, 42 FORDHAM L. REV. 227 (1973); Kaufman, The
CourtNeeds 4 FriendinCourt, 60 A.B.AJ. 175, 176 (1974). But see Cramton & Jensen, The State
of Trial.4dvocacyandLegalEducation: ThreeNew Studies, 30 J. LEGAL EDUC. 253, 255-59 (1979)
(suggesting that the number of inadequate performances by American lawyers is greatly exaggerated). Additionally, Cramton & Jensen indicate that estimates of American attorney incompetence may be distorted because of inclusion of poor courtroom manners. Id at 261. Accord
Saltzburg, The Unnecessarily ExpandingRole of the American TrialJudge, 64 VA. L. REv. 1, 6 n.
19 (1978).
5 The Devitt Committee issued a tentative report and a final report, REPORT AND TENTATIVE
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE TO CONSIDER STANDARDS FOR THE ADMISSION TO
PRACTICE IN THE FEDERAL COURTS TO THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES,

reprintedin 79 F.R.D. 187 (1978) [hereinafter cited as TENTATIVE REPORT]; FINAL REPORT OF
THE COMMITTEE TO CONSIDER STANDARDS FOR ADMISSION TO PRACTICE IN THE FEDERAL
COURTS TO THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES, reprinted in 83 F.R.D. 215
(1979) [hereinafter cited as FINAL REPORT].

As part of the Devitt Committee, research activities were undertaken by the Federal Judicial
Center to investigate three issues relating to the performance of advocates in the federal courts:
I. to determine systematically, whether in the judgment of judges and lawyers, there is a
substantial problem of inadequate performances among advocates in the federal courts.
2. to learn whether any inadequacies were perceived to be more apparent among certain
segments of this group of advocates.
3. to identify components of advocacy in which practitioners are most in need of
improvement.
A. PARTRIDGE & G. BERMANT, THE QUALITY OF ADVOCACY IN THE FEDERAL COURTS (1978)

[hereinafter cited as PARTRIDGE & BERMANT]. Cf A similar research project undertaken by the
American Bar Foundation surveyed the performance of lawyers in federal and state courts.
Maddi, TrialAdvocacy Competence: The JudicialPerspective, 1978 A.B.F. RES. J. 105.
6 While it is recognized that the criteria for and definition of "competency" may vary, this
article adopts the following definition: ".... an individual's capacity to perform a particular task
in an acceptable manner." ABA TASK FORCE ON LAWYER COMPETENCY, THE ROLE OF THE LAW
SCHOOLS 9 (1976) [hereinafter cited as the Cramton Report]. The report then lists seven fundamental skills:
I. analyze legal problems;
2. perform legal research;
3. collect and sort facts;
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the American trial bar prevail, commentators uniformly agree that
room for improvement exists.7

A myriad of remedies has been suggested by eminent authorities

to correct dysfunctions in American trial practice ranging from restructuring legal education, requiring additional education, upgrading the
bar examination, and certifying attorneys for specialized practice.8
Chief Justice Burger, among the most prominent and outspoken critics
of the American lawyer's courtroom performance, has largely attrib-

uted poor performance in the courtroom to a lack of adequate training
in advocacy skills and technique.9 After observing the British trial bar,
the barristers," the Chief Justice concluded that British courtroom attorney performance is superior to the American bar's performance."
The Chief Justice has suggested that vocational-type education courses
be included and required as part of American law schools' curricula.' 2
This suggestion is modeled after the British trial bar practice of requir-

ing exposure to a vocational study of law prior to law practice.
Unlike the United States bar, barristers, who make up a majority

of the British trial bar, perform competently. 13 In seeking solutions for

ills in American courtroom performance, critics have often been
tempted to consider adopting in the United States the British legal edu4.

write effectively (both in general and in a variety of specialized lawyer applications such
as pleadings, opinion letters, briefs, contracts or wills, legislation);
5. communicate orally with effectiveness in a variety of settings;
6. perform important lawyer tasks calling on both communication and interpersonal skills;
(i) interviewing,
(ii) counseling, and
(iii) negotiation; and
7. organize and manage legal work.
Id at 9-10.
7 Weinstein, ProperandImproper InteractionsBetween Bench andBar: Law Student Practice,
Law Student Clerkships, and Rulesfor Admission to the FederalBar, 50 ST. JOHN'S L. REV. 441,
460 (1976); see also Cramton & Jensen, supra note 4.
8 See generally, J. FRANK, COURTS ON TRIAL, MYTH AND REALITY IN AMERICAN JUSTICE,
225-46 (1949); Devitt, The Searchfor ImprovedAdvocacy in the FederalCourts, 13 GONz. L. REv.
897, 923-30 (1978), discussing possible remedies for improved advocacy in the federal courts. See
also Remarks of Chief Judge Irving R. Kaufman to the Second Circuit Judicial Conference (September 10, 1976), reprinted at 74 F.R.D. 219, 228-31 (1977); Burger, supra note 4, at 232.
9 Burger, supra note 4, at 229.
10 Barristers are those lawyers in Great Britain specifically trained to be courtroom advocates.
Barristers are also referred to as "the bar" or counsel-at-law. See WEBSTER'S THIRD NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE (1971).

11 Burger, supra note 4, at 228-29.
12 Id at 232.
13 Cf. Periodically, Parliament appoints commissions to investigate and report on certain areas
of the law. These reports are a source for legislation and improving the administration of justice.
The commissions report to Parliament through a minister (nominally by command of the sovereign) and the reports are therefore called Command Papers. They may also be referred to as
"Blue Books" because the papers are usually blue bound books, or by the name of the committee
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cational and training system. As will be explored in this Article, the
unique history and social context of barrister practice, however, may
very well preclude effective comparison between the two legal systems,
seriously hampering the efficacy of any full-scale transplanting of Brit14
ish barrister training and practice into the American legal profession.
In exploring issues concerning American and English trial competency, it is first necessary to define how the English system of advocacy
operates. This Article begins by focusing on barrister practice, in light
of selected professional rules and the legal educational system that give
form and content to the barristers' specialist role as courtroom advocates. First discussed is the barrister's work environment and specialization in advocacy. Four distinctive professional aspects unique to an
understanding of British barristers are then examined: restricted access
to lay clients and the role of selection of a barrister; specialized right of
audience in certain courts; legal education; and apprenticeship. This
Article endeavors to analyze how these factors influence a barrister's
performance. Parallel aspects of American trial practice and education
will also be noted. Discussion focuses on historical and structural similarities and dissimilarities between the British and American training
programs and practice experiences. A major thesis that emerges from
the discussion is that certain professional rules unique to British practice rather than British legal educational programs have enabled barristers to develop a uniform level of expertise in advocacy.1 5 It is
head. See generally, R. JACKSON, THE MACHINERY OF JUSTICE IN ENGLAND 604-05 (7th ed.
1977).
During the past fifteen years, two official commissions appointed by Parliament have reported on the legal profession. In 1971, a panel reported on legal education. REPORT OF THE
COMMITTEE ON LEGAL EDUCATION, CMD. No. 4591 (1971) [hereinafter cited as the Ormrod Report]. In 1979, another group exhaustively examined the delivery of legal services. THE ROYAL
COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES FINAL REPORT, CMD. No. 7648 (1979) [hereinafter cited as
ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES REPORT].
14 The British and American legal systems differ considerably. Some of these differences are
significant in their effect upon courtroom presentation and should be mentioned. British courtroom presentation is oral with little written presentation other than the original pleadings. Thus,
courtroom presentations tend to be lengthy and it is not unusual for a civil appeal to last several
days. The judiciary in the High Court is composed of established barristers. See infra note 45 and
accompanying text. The judiciary and barristers are part of the same fraternal network, one continually enforced by the dress code. The judge is very much involved in the case, questioning
witnesses and delivering a summary of the evidence at the conclusion of the trial. Finally, in the
civil area, the general lack of a right to ajury trial also affects the presentation of cases. Flamboyant and "eye-catching" techniques are not considered necessary. Although juries are prevalent in
criminal cases, the same observable modulated atmosphere exists, partly as a consequence of cultural reticence and partly because of the control assigned to the judge.
15 Other than client satisfaction measured by interviews with clients as reported in the ROYAL
COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES REPORT, supra note 13, at 287-96, criticism of barristers' corn-
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suggested that only a close examination of both the British and American educational and advocacy systems will aid in identifying those professional rules and programs that will truly be useful in improving
American lawyer courtroom performance.

II.
A.

BARRISTERS IN PRACTICE

Overview of Barrister Practice

Lawyering in England is a divided profession. One must choose to
be either a barrister, a "courtroom lawyer," or a solicitor, an "office
lawyer." This division based on legal tasks has been criticized by many
respected British authorities who argue for a fused profession.' 6 The
origin of the division is disputed. Various theories propose that status,
overwork, or natural evolution motivated this division.' 7 Evidence
petency is based on informal views expressed by judges. Id at 307-10. Empirical data has not
been used to assess barrister performance.
16 The fusionist position has been argued for well over one hundred years. See B. ABELSMITH & R. STEVENS, LAWYERS AND THE COURTS 227-36 (1967). Fusionists have opposed division of the legal profession because it "results in delay, inefficiency, increased costs and poor
preparation of cases." Id at 235-36. See EVIDENCE OF THE LEGAL ACTION GROUP TO THE
ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES: A BLUEPRINT FOR THE FUrURE 12 (1979). See also
M. ZANDER, LAWYERS AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST (1968).

17 Cf. G. RADCLIFFE & G. CROSS, THE ENGLISH LEGAL SYSTEM 380-90 (6th ed. 1977). Radcliffe and Cross suggest the "narrators" or "counters" employed in the Middle Ages to tell the
litigant's story to the court were the barristers' ancestors. Between 1300 and 1400 two grades of
narrators came into being. The Serjeants-at-Law (the more able of the two) formed the SeIjeants
Inn, from whence most judges were appointed. The remainder of the legal profession was known
in the Middle Ages as either apprentices or students of the SeIJeants and formed the societies
known as the Inns of Court (Lincoln's Inn, Inner Temple, Middle Temple, Gray's Inn). Despite
distinctions in function between those who appeared in court, the profession was not divided.
Sometime between the 16th and 17th centuries a division occurred between the barristers and
the attorneys and solicitors. It was believed that part of the division followed from the nature of
the duties that became associated with solicitors: "to further their clients' suits by oiling the
wheels of the Court of Chancery because 'the reputation of the clerks in Chancery for honesty and
diligence did not stand high."' Id at 385. Two other types of lawyer were also recognized, the
attorneys and proctors, which merged in 1739 in the Society of Gentlemen Practitioners to become
the solicitors of present day.
Another author has suggested that the origin of barristers is best determined by looking at the
function rather than the name of a group of lawyers because descriptions broadly described lawyers and did not necessarily signify that they could appear as advocates. Baker, Counselors and
Barristers,27 CAMBRIDGE L.J. 205, 215 (1969). Baker suggested two reasons for the division of
the profession. First, by the end of the 16th century, "diversification of jurisdictions and the increase of business led barristers [to take] on more work than they could manage." Thus, "counsel
began to abandon direct consultation with their clients and to lean on the lower members of the
law to 'inform' them." Id at 220-21. Second, he believed that the division in the profession was
motivated by the "Bar to assert their intellectual and social superiority over the mechanics of the
law." Id at 222-23.
For an exhaustive study of the development of the legal profession see 2 W. HOLDSWORTH, A
HISTORY OF ENGLISH LAW (3d ed. 1927).
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suggests that professional rules which eventually developed to perpetuate division in the profession were a monetary trade-off to keep solicitors content in exchange for the preservation of the barristers'

monopoly on court appearances. 18
This specialization manifests itself in the very atmosphere of the
barrister's workplace. Upon entering a set of chambers, 19 one cannot
help but notice the pervasive quiet and orderliness. The telephone

rarely rings in a barrister's room. It may ring-sometimes franticallybut it is in the barrister's clerk's room. z' Conspicuously absent in many
chambers is a reception room occupied by clients and witnesses. Few,
if any, modem word processing machines are evident. Instead, one is
greeted by a cloistered, albeit crowded, atmosphere.
Rather, it is the solicitors whose offices more resemble those of the

American attorney: telephones constantly ringing, telephone messages
accumulating, clients and witnesses waiting in the reception room,
stacks of books, pleadings and papers overflowing the desk, bookcases
and cabinets. Depending upon the size of the firm, complex copy and

word processing machines clutter the work area. Solicitors interview
clients and witnesses and investigate cases. Barristers, by comparison,
usually do not engage in the daily routine of obtaining clients, interviewing witnesses and investigating cases. After reviewing a solicitor's

papers, referred to as "briefs,"2 " barristers advise and counsel.
When barristers are involved in interviewing clients and witnesses

it almost always is in a solicitor's presence.22 The case is largely under
18 B. ABEL-SMITH & R. STEVENS, supra note 16, at 460. Abel-Smith and Stevens persuasively
argue that the division between barrister and solicitor is perpetuated because it preserves the monetary self-interest of the legal profession. Professor Michael Zander professes that the bar's monopoly over advocacy in the superior courts is a quid pro quo for solicitors' monopoly in
conveyancing. M. ZANDER, supra note 16, at 178-80.
19 "Chambers" refers to barristers' offices. See infra notes 23-27 and accompanying text.
20 See infra notes 28-33 and accompanying text.
21 The term "brief' refers to a solicitor's written instructions and accompanying documents
directed to a barrister. See generally, W. BOULTON, CONDUCT AND ETIQUETTE AT THE BAR (6th
ed. 1975) (providing an excellent compilation of the rules governing the conduct of the bar).
22 Although interviewing clients and witnesses in the presence of a solicitor is of paramount
importance to maintenance of the two branches of the profession, according to Sir William Boulton it is a practice by tradition and not by rule:
Where it is necessary for counsel to interview a lay client, the practice is for the instructing solicitor also to be present.
If, however, the instructing solicitor is detained, there is no professional objection to a
barrister interviewing the lay client direct in a criminal case, with the solicitor's approval....
It is recognized practice that witnesses (other than the parties and experts or professional
witnesses who are instructing counsel), should not be present at consultations or conferences
with counsel and that counsel should not interview such witnesses before or during a trial. It
is recognised, however, that there must necessarily be exceptions to this practice. It is not
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the solicitor's direction with the barrister as the expert consultant, giving advice and appearing in court. Solicitors, however, may be equally
specialized in advocacy. Depending upon their size and inclination,
some solicitors' firms have a litigation section enabling such specialization. Solicitors can and do appear in lower courts. On the other hand,
some barristers rarely appear as courtroom advocates. Particularly if
their substantive specialization is tax or company law, barristers may
devote most of their time to advising and drafting documents.
Barristers must practice in a set of chambers, 23 which are the focal
point for the practicing barrister. The majority of barrister chambers
are located in London 24 in one of the four Inns of Court. 25 The average chambers consists of fourteen barristers.26 Consistent with their
name, chambers are offices, but they also describe relationships of the
barristers one to another.27 A barrister is known not only by his indipossible to formulate the circumstances in which a departure from the practice is permissible.
This is a matter which must be left to the judgment and discretion of counsel in each case.
See W. BOULTON, supra note 21, at 14 (citations omitted). Interestingly, many barristers appreciate a solicitor's presence, especially in criminal cases, because it serves to protect them from a
defendant's future allegations that counsel directed the case contrary to defendant's instructions.
23 Membership in chambers includes:
(a) having one's name exhibited at the chambers unless one is a pupil of those chambers or an ex-pupil of those chambers who is seeking a tenancy;
(b) having the right to make such use of the chambers to the nature and extent which
one's practice may require;
(c) having the services of the clerk who is the clerk of the chamber and the use of the
chambers' administration and facilities to the extent necessary for the proper conduct of one's
practice.
See W. BOULTON, supra note 21, at 58.

24 As of October 1980, there were 202 sets of chambers in London and 109 in the provinces.
The majority of London barristers practice in the Inns because of the subsidized rent, easy access
to the courts and long tradition. Annual Statement, The Senate of the Inns of Court and the Bar,
73 (1980-81).
25 The Inns of Court consist of Lincoln's Inn, Inner Temple, Middle Temple and Gray's Inn.
They are voluntary unincorporated associations which are responsible for admitting students and
calling students to the Bar. In addition to the four Inns, the affairs of the Bar are looked after by
the Senate of the Inns of Court and the Bar, The Council of Legal Education, and the Bar Council. The Senate was formed on July 27, 1974, and took over the functions of the former Senate of
the four Inns of Court and the General Council of the Bar of England and Wales. Also, since
1974, the Constitution of the Senate of the four Inns of Court includes a Bar Council which is
representative of the four Inns of Court and acts autonomously in certain areas. One of its functions is "to maintain the standards, honour and independence of the Bar, to promote, preserve and
improve the services and functions of the Bar, to represent and act for the Bar generally as well as
in its relations with others and also in all matters affecting the administration of justice." R.
JACKSON, supra note 13, at 432. The present organizations were designed to centralize the diverse
interests of the four Inns by applying uniform standards and procedures affecting the students in
the Inns and barristers. For a full description of the system see generally W. BOULTON, supra note
21, at 1-4. Annual Statement, The Senate of the Inns of Court and the Bar, 6, 9-18 (1974-75).
26 See supra note 24.
27 See generally R. HAZELL, supra note 1, at 26-28; ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES
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vidual work, but also by association with a set of chambers, since many
chambers are known for specializing in certain substantive areas of
law. Chambers also consist of shared library, secretarial and clerk
assistance. Yet, work and fees are not shared, partnerships being restricted by professional rule. 8 The barrister must work alone.
B. The Clerk's Role in Barrister Practice
A unique feature of each set of chambers is the mandatory em-

ployment of a clerk.2 9 The clerk manages every aspect of a barrister's
professional life: He or she distributes work, arranges the calender,
keeps the books, and negotiates and collects the fees. The close barris-

ter-clerk relationship is reflected in the manner in which barristers acquire their work. Solicitors refer cases to a barrister of their choice by

contacting the barrister's clerk.3" If the barrister is available and an
acceptable fee is negotiated by the solicitor and clerk on behalf of the

barrister,3" the solicitor sends a brief to chambers.
Another method solicitors use to select a barrister is to send a brief
directly to the clerk of a set of chambers with which they are acquainted. The barristers' clerk will then determine who in chambers
will be assigned the case. The clerk's determination may depend upon
the availability of a barrister, the fee involved and the type of case.
Not surprisingly, the barrister-clerk relationship is exceptionally
REPORT, supra note 13, at 452-57. The most senior barrister is usually the head of chambers. The

head holds the tenancy of the accommodation and is responsible for payment of rent. A full
description of the responsibilities of a head of chambers is set forth in the Chamber Guidelines
which were issued by Memorandum of the Senate of the Inns of Court in August 1977. Annual
Statement, The Senate of the Inns of Court and the Bar, 45-46 (1977-78).
28 See Annual Statement of the General Counsel of the Bar, 40 (1961).
29 ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES REPORT, supra note 13, at 446, 484. "Clerk"
describes both junior and senior clerks. The senior clerk is the chief administrator in a set of
chambers. Depending upon the size of chambers, the clerk is responsible for overseeing a small
staff, organizing and running chambers, managing the day-to-day affairs of the chambers and
scheduling and making financial arrangements for barristers. A senior clerk usually starts in the
profession when young, and serves a long apprenticeship, ranging from seven to 14 years. Most
senior clerks had a minimum qualification of obtaining "0" levels or higher, the equivalent of a
high school academic diploma.
Most junior clerks are recruited by personal contact and almost 75% of those employed as
clerks are from the ages 15 to 17. For an excellent description of the clerks' role and background
see generally ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES REPORT, supra note 13, at 395-433.
30 Barristers cannot see or advise clients or accept briefs or appear as advocates without the
intervention of a solicitor. Annual Statement, The General Council of the Bar, 11 (1896-97).
31 Brief fees are arranged between the solicitor or his clerk and the barrister's clerk, but in
cases of special difficulty, the barrister may personally discuss a fee with the solicitor. Annual
Statement of the General Council of the Bar, 29 (1966); W. BOULTON, supra note 21, at 52. If the
fees are to be paid by legal aid funds, the amount is set according to a schedule and assessed upon
conclusion of the work.
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close. Ironically, it may often appear that the clerk is in the saddle and
the barrister is the workhorse.3 2 Sir Robert Megarry sets forth a classic
description of this relationship:
All that counsel has to do is to do the work his clerk arranges for him. If
Gamma's clerk comes into Gamma's room on a Monday and tells him
that he has a twenty-guinea brief in Clerkenwell County Court on Friday

next, all Gamma has to do is to get up the case in time and fight it. He
may never have heard of the case or the client or the solicitor before, and
he may never hear of them again. The negotiations over the brief may

have been protracted and difficult, or they may have been short and satisfactory, of this Gamma may know nothing. If a case is far out of London,

it is Gamma's clerk who will see that a room is booked for him at a hotel
and that he catches a suitable train. Gamma has nothing to do except his

work; and he is set free of all clerkly worries so that he33may do that work
well. The barrister's clerk is his shield and his buffer.

III.
A.

RESTRICTED ACCESS TO LAY CLIENTS

Effect upon Selection of Barristers

Barristers' restricted access to clients is a key factor in shaping the
nature of the English bar and ensuring quality barrister performance.
This practice encourages solicitors and barrister clerks to use a method
of selection which helps ensure that skill levels of barristers are
matched to the level of legal complexity of a particular case.3 4 Although in England a client has a right to counsel of choice, referred to
as the "cab-rank principle," 35 the paucity of information available to
32 R. HAZELL, supra note 1, at 105.
33 See R. MEGARRY, LAWYER AND LITIGANT IN ENGLAND, 67-68 (1962). Although biased in
favor of the divided profession, Sir Robert Megarry provides an excellent description of the optimum functioning of the barrister and clerk relationship. For a more critical viewpoint of the
influence of a barrister's clerk see generally R. HAZELL, supra note 1, at 105-16.
It would leave a mistaken impression, however, to suggest that the barristers' clerk exerts only
a positive influence upon barristers' performance. Paradoxically, the clerk may have an adverse
effect upon a barrister's available time to prepare a case. A vested interest in maximizing the work
for barristers in chambers causes many clerks, even if a brief cannot be assigned, to put it in
abeyance on the chance that a barrister within chambers will eventually be free to undertake it.
When barristers within cannot accommodate a case, the clerk may return the brief or refer it to
another set of chambers, leaving little time for another barrister to adequately prepare. Because of
returned briefs, barristers often receive cases late in the afternoon for a scheduled court appearance the next morning. The problem of returned briefs is the cause for most lay client dissatisfaction with barristers. The absence of criticism of barristers' performance, however, suggests that
although it creates a problem, its impact upon performance may not be substantial.
34 See R. MEGAPRY, supra note 33, at 35. The fusionists, however, argue that the inability to
select a barrister directy is excessively costly and inefficient since a lay client is paying for two
lawyers instead of one. It also results in hasty and inadequate preparation. See supra note 33.
35 Annual Statement, The General Council of the Bar, 15 (1904-05). The importance of the
cab-rank principle is suggested by the often quoted speech of Erskine, who was deprived of his
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the client regarding barrister competence, compared to the inordinate

amount available to the solicitor,
generally ensures that the solicitor
36
decides which barrister to select.
Solicitors have easy access to information regarding barrister competence. There are approximately 4,500 barristers in practice. 37 Because practicing barristers are relatively few in number, a solicitor's
knowledge is often based on observation of a particular barrister in

court.38 A solicitor can also rely on observations other court and barrister clerks, solicitors or judges have made. Since a solicitor is interested in obtaining the best result for a client, selection of a barrister

usually will result in the most appropriate barrister being selected for
the case.

If the selection is made by the barister's clerk within chambers,
the clerk will exercise similar care. Because most chambers consist of
barristers ranging from Queen's Counsel to pupils, 39 a clerk has a wide
range of abilities to assess and will have to exercise judgment in assigning work. The clerk's income is usually based upon a percentage of
each barrister's fees.4° Thus, the clerk will be motivated to fill the caloffice of Attorney General to the Prince of Wales, for his defense in 1792 to Tom Paine: "From
the moment that any advocate can be permitted to say that he will or will not stand between the
Crown and the subject arraigned in the court where he daily sits to practice, from that moment the
liberties of England are at an end.' 2 J. CAPLAN, THE SPEECHES OF HONORABLE THOMAS ERSKINE WHEN AT THE BAR (1810), quoted in R. HAZELL, supra note 1, at 133 n.4. But see R.
HAZELL, supra note 1, at 134 n.6, 137-38, where the author commented upon the Bar's refusal to
defend alleged revolutionaries in the Angry Brigade Trial in May 1972. "The idea of a dispassionate Bar, unmoved by belief or prejudice, is finally beginning to be viewed as a myth, and it is
in the field of criminal law that the polarization of the Bar into opposing sides is most advanced."
Id at 138. Personal observation and discussions with counsel indicate that the cab-rank principle
may be more principle than practice.
Compare the cab-rank principle with the right to counsel in the United States: "A basic tenet
of the professional responsibility of lawyers is that every person in our society should have ready
access to the independent professional services of a lawyer of integrity and competence ....
ABA CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILrrY AND CANONS OF JUDICIAL ETHICS EC, 1-1 (1979).
36 See supra notes 30-33 and accompanying text.
37 Out of 4,581 practicing barristers, 447 were women. 1,362 practiced wholly or mainly in the
provinces as of October 1980. Annual Statement, supra note 24. It is interesting to note that as of
April 30, 1979, there were 34,090 solicitors with practicing certificates; approximately 1,000 additional solicitors begin practice each year. ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES REPORT,
supra note 13, at 24.
38 Depending upon the type of case, the solicitor's firm and the availability of solicitors to
attend court, direct observation of barristers varies. For example, in less complex criminal cases in
Crown Court some solicitors' firms may send a secretary or law clerk to accompany a barrister to
court.
39 See infra notes 43-45, 165-67 and accompanying text.
40 ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES REPORT, supra note 13, at 483-90. The Commission reported that there were 300 barristers' senior clerks in England and Wales, of which approximately eight percent were salaried. The rest of the senior clerks were paid five to 10% of each
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endar of each barrister in chambers and ensure that all prosper. The
more successful a barrister is, the more income the clerk realizes. The
workload in chambers and the clerk's financial success are inextricably
related. These factors require a clerk to exercise care in assigning a
barrister to a particular case. An assignment that results in poor performance may have repercussions for everyone in chambers and may
jeopardize a relationship with a solicitor's firm.
For example, assignment to jury trials and high courts are considered by most clerks to be outside the province of inexperienced barristers. Until a clerk is assured through either his own or others'
observation of a junior barrister's competency, assignments for junior
barristers are often in uncomplicated litigation in the lower courts.
Clerks advance a barrister to more complex cases as the barrister becomes more experienced. Professional rules do not prohibit an inexperienced barrister from appearing on any case in any court. Rather, it is
this selection process that generally prevents an inexperienced barrister
from appearing in sophisticated litigation in higher courts.
This selection process influences the quality of barrister performance by matching skill levels to case complexity. A less than laudatory
effect of the informal selection system is that it tends to make barristers
conform to professional behavior known to be acceptable. 4 ' A barrister may hesitate in advocating novel positions. Advocating a position
too vociferously may also tend to damage reputation. Peer review encourages a barrister to maintain a wholly professional attitude without
identification with or attachment to any particular cause. A barrister
can then easily represent a spectrum of cases without regard to economic, political or social affiliation, theoretically ensuring the functioning of the cab-rank principle.42 Although peer review also may
undercut use of innovative legal theories, at least it assures a minimal
competence at the bar consistent with widely-held principles of professional conduct.
A second level of the institutionalized selection process constantly
influences experienced barristers' performance. Although referral of
work still depends upon peer review, after approximately ten years of
practice, barristers may apply to the Lord Chancellor43 to be selected as
barrister's gross fees. Id at 487-88. It should be noted, however, that some senior clerks are
responsible in whole or in part for the salary of junior clerks.
41 See R. MEGARRY, supra note 33, at 68-69.
42 See supra note 35. Barristers' reticent style may in fact have little to do with the cab-rank
principle, but instead may be a consequence of British cultural differences. See supra note 14 and
accompanying text.
43 The Lord Chancellor, a political appointment nominated by the Prime Minister, holds of-
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Queen's Counsel, referred to as "QC" or "silks." 44 While selection of
QCs is still a relatively secretive process, 45 it is based on competency as

perceived by the same individuals who were in a position to comment
upon a junior barrister's abilities.46 Elevation to "silk" is important not
only in terms of its status and perhaps a higher income. Elevation to
Queen's Counsel puts a barrister in a position to be considered for appointment to a High Court judgeship.4 7 Almost all High Court judges
fice as do other cabinet ministers in the government; when the government changes, the Lord
Chancellor vacates office. It is surprising to note that there is no single person in the government
who is generally responsible for law or the machinery of justice, but rather the responsibility is
shared with the Home Secretary. The Lord Chancellor has many official law-related governmental duties. He is responsible for the composition of all courts, some parts of criminal procedure
and civil law and its administration. He makes recommendations for appointment of High Court
and other judges, as well as advising the Queen as to appointments to Queen's Counsel. See
generally R. JACKSON, supra note 13, at 569-71.
44 Queen's Counsel (QC), or King's Counsel (KC) when the sovereign is a King, originated in
the seventeenth century and indicated employment by the Crown. Appointment as Queen's
Counsel is also known as "taking silk" because the gown work is of silk instead of other material.
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries it became a mark of status rather than retainer. The
increased status of being appointed a QC is from the higher fee earned and increased complexity
of work referred to counsel. See generally W. BOULTON, supra note 21, at 64-68; R. JACKSON,
supra note 13, at 429-30.
45 There are no qualifications for appointment as a QC, although it is assumed that a barrister
will have at least 10 years experience before applying. R. JACKSON, supra note 13, at 429. Approximately 10% of barristers are QCs, and each year 20 to 30% of those who apply are appointed.
ROYAL COMMIssION ON LEGAL SEaRvicEs REPORT, supra note 13, at 466, 479. As of Oct. 1980,
there were 453 practicing Queen's Counsel (out of 4,589 at the Bar). See Annual Statement, supra
note 24.
The Royal Commission on Legal Services acknowledged that the selection process "has not
been on a consistent basis.... [It was] only in 1978, that the Chancellor extended the process of
consultation..." to knowledgeable members of the Bench and Bar. Id at 470.
46 Comments by one QC point out that the Lord Chancellor keeps track of the career of every
senior barrister, it does not do to step out of line too often. The result is that there is among most
barristers a desire to please. Annual Statement, The General Council of the Bar, 19 (1969-70).
47 Judges in the superior courts are traditionally known as the "Superior Judges" or "the
judges." The superior courts are the High Court, the Court of Appeal and the Law Lord. R.
JACKSON, supra note 13, at 456.
The High Court is a system of superior courts (the High Court in London and the counties)
for civil matters, with appeal to the Court of Appeal and to the House of Lords. The court system
was reorganized in 1979 by the Courts Act of 1971. Jackson explains that the High Court
consists of some seventy judges who generally sit singly, proceedings before each of them
(whether in London or in the Provinces) being proceedings of the High Court. The judges
are attached to the Divisions ofthe High Court. Each Division has its head, namely the Lord
Chief Justice for the Queen's Bench Division, the Lord Chancellor for the Chancery Division
though has long ceased to take part in the work of that Division. The effective head has since
1970 been the Vice-Chancellor, and the President of the Family Division, formerly the Probate, Divorce and Admiralty Division, and twenty-four provincial centres.
R. JACKSON, supra note 13, at 34, 81.
The criminal counterpart to the civil High Court is the Crown Court, which is a separate
court consisting of a number of judges who preside singly in London or in 80 provincial centers.
Accordingly, the main administrative distinction between the High Court and Crown Courts is in
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appointed are QCs. While it is well-recognized that judicial appointments are sought after for their status, the retirement pension that a
judge is eligible to receive is not to be overlooked.4 8 Since barristers
are dependent upon their own earnings in retirement, a judgeship is

considered most desirable, even though it may involve a short-term decline in earnings.

B. American Courtroom Attorneys: A Comparison of
Selection Processes
The lack of an official division between attorneys allowed to en-

gage in litigation and other attorneys within the American legal profession4 9 constitutes the major difference in the British and American

legal professions. There is often an informal distinction, however.
Even though courtroom litigation is not an official designation, some
American lawyers do consider themselves to be advocacy specialists.50
In particular, large law firms with litigation departments encourage
lawyers to specialize in litigation. Additionally, because some substan-

tive law areas involve a great deal of litigation, lawyers practicing in

those substantive areas also consider themselves trial lawyers.5"
To the extent that such an informal division exists in the United
States, the division is ineffective in assuring that counsel possess the
skills required to perform effectively during a given case. In the strictthe judges. Only the judges in the most serious criminal cases are considered High Court judges;
all other cases are presided over by Circuit Judges or Recorders, who are not known as High
Court judges. For an in-depth discussion of the court system and its judges see id at 1-352, 45681; S. SHEREET, JUDGES ON TRIAL (1976).
48 See Judicial Pensions Act, 1959, 7 & 8 Eliz. 2 ch. 9; R. JACKSON, supra note 13, at 467-69.
49 The rules of conduct of the Code of Professional Responsibility prohibit any sepcialization

unless specifically authorized by state law. ABA

CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY AND
CANONS OF JUDICIAL ETHICS, DR 2-105 (1979). A minority of state jurisdictions allow specializa-

tion. See Anderson, Law PracticeIssues and Developments in Utah, 1978 UTAH L. Rv. 681, 685.
Specialization in the advocacy area, however, has met with some criticism. Still, the Board of
Governors of the State Bar of California, after studying their pilot specialization program, has
recommended that the program become permanent. Report on the Board of the State Bar, CAL.
LAW., May 1983, at 43. Critics of the pilot program contend that specialization "has not measured
accurately nor improved the competence of those certified as specialists, has not helped the public,
and has discriminated against the young, women, and minority lawyers." Id
50 The Association of Trial Lawyers of America voted to establish a National Board of Trial
Advocacy to certify trial lawyers. See ABA Standing Committee on Specialization, Information
Bull. No. 4, at 2 (1978). See also Laumann & Heinz, Specialization and Prestige in The Legal
Profession:The Structure of Deference, 1977 A.B.F. RES. J. 155; Llewellyn, The Bar SpecializesWith What Results?, 167 ANNALS 177 (1933).
51 For example, lawyers can belong to the Association of Trial Lawyers of America or the
Association of Insurance Lawyers. See generally FinalReport: TrialAdvocacy as a Specialty, Annual Chief Justice Earl Warren Conference on Advocacy in the United States (The Roscoe
Pound-American Trial Lawyers Foundation) (1976).
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est sense, these litigators do not resemble barristers. Neither professional rules nor statutes restrict them from working directly on all
aspects of a case. More importantly, a litigation speciality is not required for an American lawyer to engage in trial practice. In fact, the
majority of lawyers who do engage in trial practice tend to practice in
small firms52 and have a general law practice. Therefore, a significant
number of courtroom appearances may be by attorneys who either

enter a courtroom only occasionally or in different substantive matters.
Although it is difficult to establish definitively the reasons for inadequate courtroom performance, the methods clients use to select Amer-

ican attorneys may contribute to the problem. The American legal
system has developed few institutional mechanisms for selecting an at-

torney who will render a competent courtroom performance. Unable
to determine either the nature or complexity of their cases, clients may
hire an attorney without regard to whether that attorney has the ability
to handle the case. Formal professional requirements and current in-

formation that the public rely on for selecting an attorney do not assure
the client that the attorney has the ability to perform competently in a
courtroom.

The client may unwittingly believe that because the attorney
passed the appropriate bar examination the attorney is competent to

appear in any court; but an American attorney may appear in any court
provided that he or she has passed the appropriate bar examination
and the court has recognized admission to practice before the court.
Bar examinations, however, generally do not test the skills which ensure adequate courtroom performance.53 Admission to practice in
52 Most lawyers in private practice are members of law firms consisting of four or fewer partners. Hourigen, Today's Lawyer in a ChangingSociety, ABA THIRD NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
LAW FIRM ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT, 3 (1969).
53 Devitt, supra note 8, at 927-30. See also Cahn, ClinicalLegal Education From a Systems
Perspective, 29 CLEV. ST. L. Rav. 451 (1980); Rosenthal, Evaluatingthe Competence of Lawyers,
II LAW & Soc'Y Rav. 257, 260-70 (1976).
Similarly, the Royal Commission on Legal Services has been concerned about the inability of
a few advocates to make themselves clearly understood in court. A special sub-committee of the
Senate of the Inns of Court was established and recommended an Oral English Panel be formed
whose purpose was to ensure that all those called to the Bar could communicate fluently and
clearly in the English language.
If a bar student seems unable to express himself with sufficient fluency or clarity so as to
perform his duties as an advocate, he will be referred by his Inn for examination by the Panel.
The Panel's function is to determine whether the candidate is able to express himself adequately in English. Each candidate will be required to appear before a Board of three [which
includes a lay representative], presided over by a judge. He will be required to read on sight a
passage from a Law Report, to answer questions on the passage, and to enter into general
discussion. If he has already completed some study of the law, he may be asked to make a
short submission on some facts which will have been notified in advance ....
If a candidate
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most courts, including the United States Supreme Court, isproforma. 4
Some employers, such as large law firms and governmental agencies, have self-imposed litigation limitations which restrict appearances
in complex cases and in higher courts. Many newly-admitted attorneys, however, are not employed by such entities and therefore are not
similarly restrained." Although professional codes of responsibility
prohibit an attorney from representing a client in "legal matter[s]
which he knows or should know that he is not competent to handle
,,s such determinations are the individual lawyer's responsibility.
The voluntary nature of the restraint, coupled with the difficulty of enforcement, ensure the ineffectiveness of professional responsibility
codes as a regulator of lawyer incompetency. Nor does the threat of
legal malpractice serve as an effective regulator, although it is often
cited as inhibiting inappropriate attorney behavior. Malpractice complaints are an illusory deterrent in this regard, because few claims are
successfully based on inadequate courtroom performance.5 7
fails on his first attempt, he will be required to wait for at least three months before a reexamination.
Annual Statement, The Senate of the Inns of Court and the Bar, 53 (1978-79). But see the California bar examination experiment begun in July of 1980, which seeks to test practice skills.
54 The United States Supreme Court's rule for admission provides:
(1) It shall be requisite to the admission to practice in this Court that the applicant shall
have been admitted to practice in the highest court of a State, Territory, District, Commonwealth, or Possession for the three years immediately preceding the date of application, and
that the applicant appears to the Court to be of good moral and professional character.
(2) Each applicant shall file with the Clerk (1) a certificate from the presiding judge, clerk,
or other duly authorized official of the proper court evidencing the applicant's admission to
practice there and present good standing, and (2) an executed copy of the form approved by
the Court and furnished by the Clerk containing (i) the applicant's personal statement and
(ii) the statement of two sponsors (who must be members of the Bar of this Court and must
personally know, but not be related to, the applicant) endorsing the correctness of the applicant's statement, stating that the applicant possesses all the qualifications required for admission, and affirming that the applicant is of good moral and professional character.
(3) If the documents submitted by the applicant demonstrate that the applicant possesses
the necessary qualifications, the Clerk shall so notify the applicant. Upon the applicant's
signing the oath or affirmation and paying the fee required under Rule 45(e), the Clerk shall
issue a certificate of admission. If the applicant desires, however, the applicant may be admitted in open court on oral motion by a member of the Bar, provided that the requirements
for admission have been satisfied.
(4) Each applicant shall take or subscribe [an] oath or affirmation. Sup. CT. R. 5.
But see FiNAL REPORT, supra note 5, at 222-27, 232, which recommended as a condition of admission to practice in the federal courts that new applicants pass a bar examination covering the
Federal Rules of Civil, Criminal and Appellate Procedure; the Federal Rules of Evidence; federal
jurisdiction; and the Code of Professional Responsibility. Id at 232.
55 See Devitt, supra note 8,at 928.
56 See ABA CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY DR 6-101(A) (1979): "A lawyer shall
not: (1) Handle a legal matter which he knows or should know that he is not competent to handle,
without associating with him a lawyer who is competent to handle it .. " Id
57 Judge Marvin Frankel, relying on successful malpractice claims based on lawyer's trial
incompetence, has concluded that the performance of American lawyers does not warrant the
diagnosis of incompetence. Frankel, Curing Lawyer's Incompetence: Primum Non Nocere, 10
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Information available to the client, such as advertising, legal directories, referral services and reputation in the community, is an inadequate basis for selection of trial counsel.

Attorney advertising,

directories and community reputation influence client decisionmaking
but do not provide the kind of information that results in an informed
choice. Attorney advertising theoretically provides information to the
public about attorneys' services and fees. 8 Advertising, however, is

designed to attract clients and not to provide an assessment of an attorney's abilities or competency. Attorney referral services operated by
local bar associations help clients with selection. Although unbiased,
referral services generally do not provide qualitative assessments of
listed attorneys.5 9 A client may rely on a legal directory which may
include more information such as educational backgrounds and client

lists, than is provided by bar referral services. Directories, however, are
also based on attorney-supplied information and do not include an assessment of abilities. 60 Reputation in the community, although a factor
relied on by clients when selecting an attorney, may be based on rumor

without reference to specific data or knowledge. For example, a lawyer's substantive law specialization and courtroom competency may be
well known within the bar, but the general public is usually unaware of

a lawyer's abilities, except perhaps for an attorney who has received
media attention. Consequently, selection of an American attorney is
not based on knowledge of competency.
In comparison, the British barrister is a product of an informal,

but institutional, selection process which influences barristers' courtroom performance. The selection process generally operates by excluding inexperienced barristers from undertaking cases which may be too

complex for their abilities at a given time. The selection process also
assures that practice before certain courts will be by experienced advoCREIGHTON L. REv. 613, 619 nn. 21-23 (1977). The Royal Commission on Legal Services, however, has noted that between 1971 and 1979, there were four reported malpractice claims against
barristers. ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES REPORT, supra note 13, at 332-33. A barrister is immune from proceedings for negligence in the conduct of a case in court and in certain
preparatory stages. Rondel v. Worsely, 1 A.C. 191 (1969); Saif Ali v. Sydney Mitchell & Co., 3
W.L.R. 849 (1978).
58 Bates v. State Bar of Ariz., 433 U.S. 350, rehk denied, 434 U.S. 881 (1977) (attorneys permitted to advertise the price of routine services).
59 For a list of lawyer referral services operated by local bar associations see 7 MARTINDALEHUBBELL LAW DIRECTORY IL-14L (I12th ed. 1980). In England, there is a directory of the bar
and advocates in the United Kingdom. See THE BAR LIST OF THE UNITED KINGDOM (1983).
60 Volumes 1-6 of the MARTINDALE-HUBBELL LAW DIRECTORY, contain a roster of the bar of
the United States and Canada. The only speciality listed in the directory, however, are the lawyers registered before the United States Patent and Trademark Office who have indicated they
devote a considerable portion of their practice or duties to those fields of law.
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cates and provides a system for selection based on knowledge of performance. The result has been survival of those barristers believed to
be competent. 6 The British process results in selection based on the
abilities of counsel because its selection system is based on knowledge
of barristers' abilities.6 2 Although the barrister selection system is informal, it is essentially a peer review system, because the selection process

is by people within the legal profession.
The present American system does not ensure quality representa-

tion, nor is it likely to adopt a system like the British, based on a unified body of referral experts. While laudable, American attempts to

adopt a peer review system cannot guarantee a uniform level of competency similar to that evidenced in barrister practice. American egalitarian society and its traditions have long since rejected an elitist
separation of functions within the legal profession. 63 This is evident
from the inadequate peer review proposals the Devitt Committee' and
the American Law Institute-American Bar Association (ALI-ABA)
have generated. 65 The Devitt Committee recommended that federal
66
district courts consider setting up performance review committees.
Accordingly, a review committee would provide federal bar attorneys

with legal assistance to improve courtroom performance that is considered deficient. 67 Based on the Devitt Committee Final Report, the Judicial Conference is overseeing a pilot program in thirteen district

courts, performance peer review committees being part of that pilot
program.6 8 Peer review committees would assist attorneys, but would

not be used to discipline or rate attorney competency.
In proposing peer review, the ALI-ABA indicated that a system
61 Criticism has been directed at the selection process, however, because it arbitrarily excludes
some capable barristers. The often haphazard assignment of cases causes great financial hardship,
unendurable for some barristers. See R. HAZELL, supra note 1.
62 Not all authorities are as laudatory in their assessment of the method of selecting barristers.
See M. ZANDER, supra note 16, at 86-87.
63 See Cameron, The English BarristerSystem andthe American CriminalLaw: 4 Proposalfor
Experimentation, 23 Amuz. L. REv. 991, 994 (1981).
64 See FINAL REPORT, supra note 5, at 226-27. The Devitt proposal has been criticized in that
it would create defacto an elitist bar. See Devitt, supra note 8, at 917-20.
65 See MODEL PEER REviEw SYSTEM, (Draft No. 4 1979). See also Wolkin, More on a Better
Way to Keep Lawyers Competent, 61 A.B.A.J. 1064 (1975); Wolkin,4 Better Way to Keep Lawyers
Competent, 61 A.B.A.J. 574 (1975). Wolkin, director of the American Law Institute-American
Bar Association Committee, proposes peer review by members of the bar to evaluate the competence and performance of members of the profession, and if incompetence is found, formulation
of a remedial educational program.
66 See TENTATIVE REPORT, supra note 5, at 200-01; FINAL REPORT, supra note 5, at 225-26.
67 See FINAL REPORT, supra note 5, at 226.
68 JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES, RESOLUTION ON ADVOCACY STANDARDS

(Sept. 20, 1979); see also FINAL REPORT, supra note 5, at 231-32.
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similar to that of some state bar disciplinary proceedings would be organized. An agency of bar members would monitor competence, investigate, hold hearings, and if incompetence were found, formulate a
remedial educational program. Pending completion of a remedial pro69
gram, the lawyer would be either limited or suspended from practice.
The Devitt Committee recommendations and the ALI-ABA peer
review proposals are deficient in that they do not include dissemination
to the public of information about attorney performance. Expanded
use of peer review to include dissemination of information would allow
the public to assess an attorney's abilities. Such information would
provide valuable information for the selection process. Use of peer review in this manner can be viewed as an extension of the philosophy
behind allowing attorneys to advertise. Peer review assessment could
provide information that would enable clients to base their selection of
attorneys on relevant criteria.
Adoption of the Devitt/ALI-ABA peer review system is not without potentially negative consequences. This system is unlikely to be as
successful as the British model in guaranteeing a uniform level of competence. It is not, and conceivably cannot be, a substitute for careful
matching of counsel to case. Moreover, while having fewer of the advantages, it has all the disadvantages associated with the British model:
difficulty in establishing criteria, subtle coercion to conform to an ideal
model of a courtroom attorney, and an unwillingness to advance novel
and innovative legal theories. Careful selection of the peer review
committee to ensure representative and diverse composition could minimize some of these disadvantages. Assessment of attorney performance, coupled with remedial and disciplinary measures and
dissemination of information to the public, could contribute to a selection process which would assure that, at the very least, the public can
select minimally competent attorneys. But current American proposals
cannot guarantee the uniform levels of litigation competency associated
with British barrister practice.
IV.

LIMITED RIGHT OF APPEARANCE

A. Effect upon Barrister Performance
Limiting the right of appearance in certain superior courts7° to
69 See supra note 65.
70 See supra note 47. Barristers have an exclusive right of audience as advocates before the
House of Lords, when it sits as an Appeal Tribunal, Tritenia, Ltd. v. Equity and Law Life Assurance Society, 1943 A.C. 584 (H.L.); The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, Annual Statement, The General Counsel of the Bar, 12 (1900-01), before the Court of Appeal, In Re Ellerton, 3
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barristers only is the main professional rule perpetuating the division
between barristers and soliciters in the British legal profession. This
rule of limited appearances has a substantial effect upon the quality of
barrister courtroom performance. By restricting a large volume of
courtroom work to barristers, the rule assures that barristers will have
an abundance of cases in which to develop and maintain their litigation
skills. Because barristers appear in court frequently, they are able to
develop expertise in selected areas of litigation; this is the main rationale of maintaining a divided profession with specialization in litigation.
Historically, regulating the right of appearance was a power delegated from the King to judges. 7' It was a common law rule which was
eventually codified.7 2 Currently, it is embodied in a professional rule
which allows only barristers to appear in certain criminal cases in
Crown Court, in civil cases in High Courts, and in all appeals before
73
The Bar Council 74 supthe Court of Appeals and House of Lords.
ports the rule, arguing that limitation of appearance enables barristers
to do the more important litigation, thereby assuring high quality advocacy in complex litigation.75 The Bar Council claims that solicitors do
not have the requisite skills for appearing in all Crown Court cases
because many of the cases involve a jury trial and therefore are more
76
complex.
The rule is currently under attack by those who propose to either
abrogate the rule or to extend to solicitors the right to appear in certain
classes of cases in Crown Court.7 7 These critics contend that the real
reason for the rule is to perpetuate a monopoly for the purpose of
T.L.R. 324 (C.A. 1887), and before the High Court (except in bankruptcy or when sitting in chambers), Supreme Court of Judicature Act, 1873, 36 & 37 Viet., ch. -, § 23; Supreme Court of
Judicature Act, 1875, 38 & 39 Vict., ch., § 21.
In Crown Court, the barristers' right to appear is not as exclusive. Solicitors have a limited
right to appear in Crown Courts in criminal and civil proceedings on appeal from a Magistrates'
Court or on committal of a defendant for sentencing, if the solicitor or a member of that solicitor's
firm appeared on behalf of the defendant in Magistrates' Court. See The Courts Act, 1971, ch. -,

§ 12.
71 See Note, The Status of Barristers, 85 LAW Q. REv. 334, 336 (1969).
72 Collier v. Hicks, 2 B. & Ad. 663 (1831); Judicature (Consolidation) Act, 1925, - & - Geo.
5, ch. -, §§ 32, 103.
73 See supra note 70.
74 See supra note 25.
75 See ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES REPORT, supra note 13, at 212.
76 Id at 210-12.
77 Two proposals for a change in the right of appearance, also termed "audience," were suggested by the Law Society: "a) a general extension of the right of audience of solicitors to all
courts; b) specific extensions of the right of audience of solicitors, in particular in certain classes of
cases in the Crown Court." See id, at 208.
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maintaining barristers' incomes.7 8 They argue that most Crown Court
litigation does not require any additional skills than solicitors already
use in Magistrates' Court, where solicitors can appear as advocates. In
support of their position they point out that although there is a right to
jury trial in Crown Court, more than fifty percent of the cases are resolved by pleas of guilty without a jury trial.7 9 Additionally, they contend that solicitors already are responsible for a large number of
criminal cases since ninety-five percent of all criminal cases are handled in Magistrates' Court. 80 They point out that there have been no
adverse comments recorded about solicitors' performances in Magistrates' Court or in those instances in which solicitors are permitted to
appear in Crown Court. Thus, they conclude that there is little reason
to believe
that solicitors would not do equally well in all Crown Court
81
cases.

In at least two situations barristers have contended that solicitors
lack the requisite skills to engage in certain types of litigation. In one
case, barristers opposed extending the monetary jurisdiction of the
County Courts82 because solicitors who could practice in County
Courts would be involved in litigation beyond their capabilities and
would render incompetent assistance. Nevertheless, after jurisdiction
was extended, solicitors continued to practice in County Courts, with
no noticeable effect upon the quality of performance. In another instance, barristers opposed the appointment of solicitors as circuit court
judges.8 3 In that case as well, barrister fears were unrealized.
The rule of limited appearances has also been assailed on the
78 Abel-Smith and Stevens persuasively argue that the rules which perpetuate the division of

the profession are aimed to selfishly guard each group's work. See B. ABEL-SMITH & R. STEVENS,
supra note 16. "The present very limited right to appear in the Crown Court is the result of
horsetrading between the Bar Council and Law Society during the passage of the Courts Act of
1971." R. HAZELL, supra note 1, at 172 n. 25.
79 During 1980, 55,563 cases were committed for trial at Crown Court; 54% of those cases were
disposed of by pleas of guilty. LORD CHANCELLOR'S DEPARTMENT, JUDICIAL STATISTICS, ENGLAND, WALES AND NORTHERN IRELAND, Cmd. No. 8436, at 24, 27 (1980).
80 ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES REPORT, supra note 13, at 210-11.
81 Cf.R. HAZELL,Supra note 1, at 175: "[I]t is absurd to pretend that all barristers are specialists when a great many are less experienced and less competent then the solicitor who briefs
them."

82 B. ABEL-SMrrH & R. STEVENS, supra note 16, at 36 n.2, observed:
In 1950, the jurisdiction of County courts was extended from 20 to 50. Moreover, cases which
concerned sums of over 50 could be heard by the County court if both parties signified their
agreement to this course in a signed memorandum. Although higher remuneration (up to
245.6d) was specified for barristers acting in these more important cases, the whole principle
of extending the jurisdiction was unsuccessfully opposed by the barristers' lobby in
Parliament.
83 Id at 36.
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grounds that increased litigation costs are incurred because two lawyers, a solicitor and a barrister, are employed.14 Responding to criticisms of the restrictive appearance rule, the Royal Commission on
Legal Services addressed the issue of extending the right of appearance
to solicitors in an additional class of cases in Crown Court." Commission members agreed with the critics that appearance rights is a monopolistic practice motivated by self-interest in order to preserve
barristers' incomes. On the other hand, the Commission observed that
junior barristers are dependent upon the incomes they derive from
Crown Court work. 6 If solicitors were allowed to appear in Crown
Court cases, barristers' incomes would be severely diminished, causing
many juniors to leave the bar. 7 The Commission openly acknowledged that extending appearance rights to solicitors would be the barristers' death warrant because it would allow solicitors to compete for
cases which only junior barristers now handle.88
Despite these attacks, the rule of limited appearances continues to
be followed. And in spite of, or perhaps because of, its anti-egalitarian
basis, it provides a unique training opportunity for litigation specialists.
B.

Comparison to United States Practice

An American attorney can appear in any state court, provided the
requirements for admission have been met. There are no restrictions
for appearing in federal court, even though handling a case in federal
court may entail mastering more complex and formal rules of practice
than in state court. Consequently, whether an American attorney appears in court frequently is a question of the attorney's desire to take
cases which involve litigation. For general practitioners, it is difficult to
balance such desires with monetary concerns, and thus courtroom advocacy may be sporadic. Even in large firms with litigation departments, however, the cases are often so complex that pretrial
84 Professor Zander argues that "unification of the [British legal] profession would reduce the
expense of legal services to the public." M. ZANDER, supra note 16, at 318. But see R. JACKSON,
supra note 13, at 529-34, for a contrary view.
85 ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES REPORT, supra note 13, at 208-10.
86 The junior end of the bar is heavily dependent upon Crown Court cases, which represent

approximately 50% of their total income. See ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES REPORT,
supra note 13, at 216.
87 If solicitors were given rights of audience in all those cases in addition to committals for
sentence and appeals where they already have rights of audience, they would be able to appear in
over 60% of all Crown Court cases. If this were to occur, the strength of the young criminal Bar,
economically already weak, might be sapped and some local bars might whither. Id at 218.
88 Id at 216.
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preparation outside the courtroom is the predominant part of an attorney's role in the litigation process.
As part of the research study assessing the quality of advocacy in
federal courts for the Devitt Committee, Partridge and Bermant reported two significant findings. First, they found that "there were
marked differences between those attorneys with a modicum of trial
experience and those without any." 9 Second, they observed that courtroom incompetency was a phenomenon not only of new lawyers, but of
any lawyer lacking extensive courtroom experience. 90 This is especially
true for federal courts where many lawyers tend to appear infrequently.
These research findings suggest that lack of a sufficient volume of work
to give an attorney adequate and continuous courtroom experience
may perpetuate courtroom incompetency.
These findings become even more significant after examining the
British rule limiting appearance rights. By restricting the flow of most
courtroom work to barristers, the British rule creates a monopoly. Barristers' performance is improved because restricting work to barristers
gives them a volume of work adequate to assure their proficiency.
The Devitt Committee Final Report addressed Partridge's and
Bermant's findings. The Committee recommended that, before an attorney may practice in federal district court, he or she should satisfy an
experience requirement, which would be the equivalent of four supervised trials. 9 1 The Devitt proposal aims at ensuring a minimal level of
attorney competence by imposing minimum qualification requirements
before an attorney can undertake complex courtroom litigation in a
federal court.
The British professional rule restricting the right of appearance in
superior courts to barristers provides insight into the Devitt proposals'
usefulness in addressing courtroom competency issues. The main purpose of the British rule is the maintenance of a specialist trial bar. The
Devitt Committee proposal differs from the British professional rule in
that it does not purport to create a specialist bar.92 The Devitt proposal, however, falls short of its stated goal of improving lawyer courtroom competency in three respects. First, the Devitt Committee
requirements of trial experience are limited to only four trials. By requiring only four trials as a precondition to practicing, the proposal
89 PARTRIDGE & BERMANT, supra note 5, at 40.
90 Id See also CP.AMTON & JENSEN, supra note 4, at 263 (analyzing the Partridge & Bermant

study).
91 See FINAL REPORT, supra note 5, at 222-24.
92 See Devitt, supra note 8, at 917-20.
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fails to address the problem of sporadic court appearances. Experiences in four trials can be gained easily, after which an attorney still
may enter a courtroom only occasionally. Second, the requirement is
limited to federal courts. Yet state court litigation can be as complicated as federal litigation, and, at least according to a study on attorney
performance in state courts, attorney courtroom incompetency is
equally prevalent in state courts.93 Because most attorneys practice in
state courts, attorneys' courtroom performances would remain largely
unaffected by the proposal. Finally, the quality of advocacy would be
assessed only initially during the four trial requirement. There is no
provision that the quality of advocacy will be thereafter subject to
scrutiny.

Thus, the Devitt proposal-in response to the Partridge and
Bermant finding that a total lack of trial experience may result in inadequate courtroom performance-would impose minimal qualifications
before an attorney can practice in federal court. The Devitt proposal
nonetheless fails to address the second Partridge and Bermant finding
that, generally, unless an attorney has extensive courtroom experience,
there is little assurance that an attorney will be competent. Even if the
Devitt proposal were adopted, the fact remains that incompetency may
continue because of a lack of sufficient and continuous use of trial
skills. After examining and comparing the Devitt proposal with the
British professional rule of limiting appearances, it becomes clear that a
key factor perpetuating incompetency of many American lawyers is the
lack of extensive and continuous courtroom experience.
V.

INSTITUTIONAL LEGAL EDUCATION

While it is evident that professional rules regarding barrister practice act to assure lawyer competency, no similar generalization can be
made regarding the influence of British legal education on barristers.94
A. Overview of a Barrister's Legal Education
Barristers' legal education is unique in two ways: the division of
93 See Maddi, supra note 5.
94 For a thorough discussion of British legal education see Ormrod Report, supra note 13;
ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES REPORT, supra note 13, at 607-69; Wilson & Marsh,
Second Survey of Legal Educationin the UnitedKingdom, 13 J. Soc'Y PUB. TCHR. L. 239 (1975);
Wilson, A Survey of LegalEducation in United Kingdom, 9 J. Soc'Y PUB. TCHRS. L. 1 (1966).
Several comparative studies of American and British legal education extensively discuss the
two systems. See Q. JOHNSON & D. HOPSON, LAWYERS AND THEIR WORK (1967); S. KIMBALL,

HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION TO THE LEGAL SYSTEM (1966); Griswold, English andAmericanLegal
Education, 10 J. LEGAL EDUC. 429 (1958).
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legal education into academic and vocational stages, and the Inns of
Courts' control over barristers' education and requirements for Call to
the Bar.95 To qualify for the Bar a person must complete both an academic and vocational stage. 6 The universities primarily are responsible for academic and theoretical development of legal principles and
institutions.97 The Inns of Court concentrate on the development of
law practice skills.
A person usually completes the academic stage by obtaining a university or polytechnic law degree. The degree is the normal academic
qualification for entry to the Bar, although special arrangements are
made for non-law graduates and mature students.98 University or
polytechnic law study is a three-year undergraduate program consisting
mostly of law courses.9 9 Law courses concentrate upon the study of
legal institutions and development of general principles of law. The
method of instruction is generally formal lectures and tutorials. 1°0 In95 "Call to the Bar" is admission to the bar. See infra notes 96-107 and accompanying text for
present requirements.
The earliest record of "Call to the Bar" of an Inn of Court with a right of audience in the
higher courts was in 1547. See W. PREST, THE INNS OF COURTS UNDER ELIZABETH I AND THE
EARLY STUARTS, 1590-1640 50 n.11 (1972).
96 The requirements for completing the academic and vocational stages for Call to the Bar
have been significantly revised since 1980. All references will be that of a person seeking qualifications as of 1982. For a description of legal education prior to 1982, see Ablard, Observationson
the English System ofLegalEducation: Does it Pointthe Way to Change in the UnitedStates?,29 J.
LEGAL EDUC. 148 (1978).
97 Undergraduate law study can be undertaken at universities, colleges and polytechnics. Reference to "university" includes the above categories of schools.
98 In 1978, 70% of those called to the Bar were law graduates, but admission is also available
to non-degree students. ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES REPORT, supra note 13, at 630.
Both the Ormrod Committee and the Royal Commission on Legal Services recommended that a
university degree should be a requirement for the profession. Ormrod Report, supra note 13, at
58-59; ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES REPORT, supra note 13, at 630. The Senate of the
Inns of Court and the Bar agreed, and in 1980 revised the qualifications for admission to the Inns
and Call to the Bar. See Annual Statement, The Inns of Court and the Bar 36 (1980-81).
Until May 1978, non-law graduates had to pass an examination referred to as "Part I." In
May 1978, the solicitor and barrister Part I examinations were combined, and a jointly-administered common professional examination was instituted. Presently, completion of the academic
stage for non-law graduates is achieved by attendance at the Diploma in Law courses at the City
University or the Polytechnic of Central London. See Annual Statement, The Senate of the Inns
of Court and the Bar, 26 (1978-79).
99 University law courses generally include six core subjects: contract, tort, criminal law, land
law, constitutional and administrative law, equity and trusts. Other law courses are evidence,
procedure, conveyancing, Roman Law and comparative law. For a description of law study programs see Ormrod Report, supra note 13, at 116-52; Wilson & Marsh, supra note 94, at 278-86.
See also Folsom & Roberts, The Warwick Story: BeingLed Down the Contextual Pathof the Law,
30 J. LEGAL EDUC. 166 (1979) (describing innovations in legal studies).
100 Lectures are straightforward discourses by faculty delivered to a class of 35 to 100 students
with limited interaction between the faculty and students. The tutorials are discussions among
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frequent use of the case method, 0 1 and few clinical or practice courses
are evident."0 2 Whether students desire to be solicitors, barristers or
members of other vocations, they study the same core legal subjects. If
a student decides to be a barrister, upon completion of a university or
its equivalent, the student must join one of the four Inns of Court
which comprise the vocational stage of British legal education.
The vocational stage for persons desiring to practice at the Bar of
England and Wales consists of attending lectures for one year at the
Inns of Court School of Law, participating in practical exercises, dining

at the Inns and passing the bar examination. Conducted mostly by
practicing barristers, the practical exercises consist of exercises in advocacy, drafting, court attendance and a day's course in professional
ethics. 103
Every student is also required to "keep terms," which is dining at
the Inns. A purpose of dining at the Inns was to foster student association with the practicing bar in a collegiate atmosphere. I0n Today a bar
student must, as a general rule, dine at least three times a term for eight
out of the twelve terms, with four terms in a year. A total of twentyfour dinners must be eaten before Call to the Bar, and thirty-six comgroups of two to 10 students and a faculty member. Often, the tutorials are structured by written
questions or problems, with suggested reading distributed before the session.
101 The "case method" refers to the method of law study developed by Dean Langdell in 1870
at Harvard Law School. By studying appellate decisions, a student's mind is trained to analyze,
synthesize and distinguish facts and legal arguments. The importance of legal reasoning was
stressed in the classroom by a method described as "socratic" whereby students' mastery of the
studied opinions would be examined. See A. SUTHERLAND, THE LAW AT HARVARD 162-205
(1967); Holmes, Educationfor Competent Lawyering, 76 COLUM. L. REV. 535, 557 (1976). Except
for Nottingham and Warwick universities, the case method is used only selectively in British university legal education. For a discussion of the University of Warwick's adoption of the case
method see Folsom & Roberts, supra note 99, at 176-79.
102 See Folsom & Roberts, supra note 99; Rees, Clinical Legal Education: An Analysis of the
University of Kent Model, LAW TCHR., Nov. 1975, at 125; Zander, Clinical Legal Education, 123
NEw L.J. 181 (1973); see also Ormrod Report, supra note 13, at 116-52.
103 The practice exercises are described in id at 71-72. For an earlier description see Ablard,
supra note 96, at 164-65; May, Some Thoughts on the English Bar, 60 CORNELL L. REV. 699, 70405 (1975).
104 "Dining" is an ancient tradition of the Inns of Court dating from about 1450, and was
traditionally part of the requirements for Call to the Bar. W. PRFST, supra note 95, at 48-54.
According to evidence given by the Senate of the Inns of Court to the Royal Commission on Legal
Services, "[d]ining and keeping term in his Inn is part of the education of a prospective barrister.
It brings him in contact with the practicing Bar and with the benchers in a collegiate atmosphere
and it can now be combined with the vocational course." ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVicEs REPORT, supra note 13, at 641. But see id, where the Commission observed that present
dining arrangements "fail to achieve all [those] purposes." See also infra note 155 and accompanying text.
For a critical discussion by a bar student see Gay, Courtesy and Custom in the English Legal
Tradition on Dining at Gray'sInn, 28 J. LEGAL EDUC. 181 (1976).
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pleted before practicing at the Bar of England and Wales.105 Formerly

called Part II or the Bar Final, the bar examination includes substantive law and practice problems.1" 6
The last part of the vocational stage of legal education is the barrister apprenticeship, termed pupillage, 10 7 a one10 8year period in which
an experienced barrister instructs bar students.
B.

Effect of a Divided System of Study and Control by the

Profession upon Barristers
British legal education suffers from at least three problems: the
dominance of the "dining club atmosphere," the lack of a diverse cur-

riculum and the stark division between academic and vocational training. Continued adherence to these much-criticized tenets of British
legal education is rooted in several causes. Among these causes is the
control the profession exercises over the Inns. Another is the long history and broadly felt tradition that give British legal education its pecu-

liar form.t09
105 Consolidated Regulations of the Four Inns, Regs. 10-13 (1969).

106 The bar examination syllabus is as follows:

Four Compulsory Papers:
a.

General Paper I-Practitioner's Problems in selected areas of Tort and Criminal

Law.
b.

General Paper II-Practitioner's Problems in selected areas of the Law of Trusts
and Remedies for Breach of Contract.
c. Procedure (Civil and Criminal).
d. Evidence.
Two papers chosen from the following options: (except that a student may not elect to be
examined on a subject substantially covered in degree studies.)
e. Revenue Law (compulsory for intending practitioners, unless already taken in the
law degree course.)
f. Family Law.
g. Landlord and Tenant Law.
h. Sale of Goods and Hire Purchase Law.
i.
Local Government and Planning Law.
j.
Practical Conveyancing.
k. Conflict of Laws and European Community Law.
1. Labour Law and Social Security Law.
m. Law of International Trade.
Council of Legal Education, The Inns of Court School of Law, Calendar (1981-82).
107 For a description of pupillage see infra notes 164-77 and accompanying text.
108 University and Inn educational programs are supervised courses of study termed "institutional legal education." Pupillage, because it is training outside the Inns, is not directly supervised
by the Inns or universities, and is referred to as "in-training."
109 The history of the Inns extends over six hundred years, although the earliest surviving written records, The Black Books of Lincoln's Inn, begin in 1422. Interpretation of these early records
has been extensive as well as varied. Earlier historical accounts differ from more recent scholarship; historians are also known to make sweeping shifts of time in describing changes. See G.
RADCLIFE & G. CRoss, supra note 17, at 383-84. Although there once were more than the four
Inns which presently survive, discussion does not extend beyond the present four Inns of Court
except when specified.
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1. Absence of lnterdiscilinaryDialogue
The control the Inns exercise over legal education has traditionally
stymied diversified study and development of innovative approaches to

the practice of law. The absence of a diverse curriculum is a consequence of two interrelated historical aspects that the Inns of Court
epitomize.
The Inns of Court are conservative institutions and tend to follow

tradition. The Inns' internal structure has been described as resembling a medieval guild. 110 The governing body of the Inns, the benchers, are the senior members of the profession. The benchers wield
enormous power over the profession." 1 Because members of the Inns

are so clearly part of the profession, it is not surprising that they cannot
be regarded as a source for innovative ideas about British legal
education.
Traditionally, legal education has involved only the study of legal

subjects, making it even more unlikely that the Inns would respond to
suggestions for diversified study. This is the case even though the Inns,

up until the mid-sixteenth century, were the center for not only legal,
but also liberal, education."' By the time legal education was fully
established in the Inns, however, interest in the liberal arts had become
one of patronage and formal education was confined to legal study." 3
The lack of diversification in legal study has posed persistent problems

throughout the history of legal education. Liberal education was not
officially part of legal studies, as Coke's reported advice to prospective
110 The Constitutions of the Inns have been referred to as "a survival of medieval republication
oligarchy, the purest.. . to be found in Europe." F. POLLOCK, ESSAYS IN THE LAW 134 (1922).
Similarly, another author has concluded that "in their own internal structure,. . . they are essentially medieval guilds, which have survived unchanged down to the present day." R. HAZELL,
supra note 1, at 39.
111 Critics of the Inns suggest that the composition of the benchers is a prime reason for resistance to change. For example in 1977-78, Lincoln's Inn had two women benchers out of 109; Inner
Temple, one woman bencher out of 140; Middle Temple, two women benchers out of 142; and
Gray's Inn, one woman bencher out of 89. (No racial breakdowns are available). R. JACKSON,
supra note 13, at 497.
The Royal Commission on Legal Services acknowledged that "[miembers of the Bar under 50
play little part in the formulation of policy in the Inns." See ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL
SERvicEs REPORT, supra note 13, at 436.
112 The Inns of Court began and, up until the mid-16th century, were known as places to
process gentlemen and were well known for promoting the arts. See T. PLUCKNET, A CONCISE
HISTORY OF THE COMMON LAW 225 (5th ed. 1956); W. PREST, supra note 95, at 21, 155-57.
Holdsworth notes that numerous activities of the Inns of Court attracted many students who
did not intend to practice law. He describes that these were masques, plays and other revels, the
most noted being the first performance of Twelfth Night in the Hall of the Middle Temple. 4 W.
HOLDSwoRTH, supra note 17, at 267-68.
113 See W. PREST, supra note 95, at 157.
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A second factor, equally detrimental to the goal of diversified law
study, is the Inns' admission and Call to the Bar requirements" I5 which

generally require a degree in law for most students who enter the
Inns. 116 This practice dissuades students from undertaking diverse
study when they attend a university; rather, it encourages students to
study only law. The bar requirements have also discouraged the inclusion of diverse subject areas in university law programs and have contributed to the creation of a uniform curriculum for the study of law in
the universities.117 As a consequence of direct professional control over
legal education students have little incentive to pursue anything other
than law study.
The lack of diversification in the legal curriculum affects the approach that barristers use in resolving legal problems.1 18 Case presentation is limited to discussion and interpretation of legal doctrines.
Innovative approaches that might develop from interdisciplinary study
are absent. Court decisions particularly reflect the absence of economic
and social science considerations in resolving current legal issues.1 19
114 E Coke, Directions,if. 245, 246-47, 255, 257, 259-60, 260-72 quotedin W. PREST, supra note
95, at 149 n.31.
115 See supra notes 96-107 and accompanying text.
116 See ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES REPORT, supra note 13, at 630.
117 But see Folsom & Roberts, supra note 99, at 174-75 (footnotes omitted) describing University of Warwick's approach to the study of law:
The Warwick undergraduate law curriculum is posited on the idea of starting with areas of
legal and social interaction and building law courses and legal doctrine around them. It does
not start with legal doctrine and try to fit in 'social context. In the words of William Twining
(who arrived in 1972):
'The Warwick aspiration... has not involved commitment to a particular set of values,
nor to a single standpoint or group of standpoints. Accordingly, its criteria of relevance and
its criteria of significance are open ended and flexible... the professed starting point of most
courses at Warwick are phenomena and problems which have been identified and classified
in social rather than legal categories... linked to this is a commitment to broadening the
study of law from within and the law is ourprinarydiscipline.'
118 Professor Louis L. Jaffe maintains that legal education significantly influences the character
of the judicial role. He suggests that the British law teacher is an expositor, interested in precedent
and the doctrines devised for manipulating precedent, with little emphasis on policy changes in
the law. L. JAFFE, ENGLISH AND AMERICAN JUDGES AS LAWMAKERs 108-09 (1969). Comparing
American and British decisionmaking, he observes that American judges are open "to innovation
and will invoke considerations of policy in their decisions, [and] counsel will probe every possible
opening. In oral arguments but even more in the written briefs which are a characteristic of
American procedure, extra-legal materials will be brought into the argument." Id at 108.
119 See Meador, English Appellate Judges From an American Perspective, 66 GEO. L. J. 1349,
1370 n.48 (1978). A recent example of the failure to either incorporate or reflect on principles of
economic or social science can be seen in Bromley London Borough Council v. Greater London
Council [1982] 2 W.L.R. 62 (H.L.). Here, the House of Lords considered the construction of.
specific sections of the 1969 London Transport Act in order to decide whether the Greater London
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The Royal Commission on Legal Services studied the effect that
educational requirements and Call to the Bar have on law study.' 20 The
Royal Commission found that uniformity in legal study existed in the
universities.' 21 Despite that finding, the Commission stated that sufficient opportunity existed for diverse curriculum development.'2 Although the Commission urged that courses in addition to legal subjects

be introduced, neither the Inns nor most of the universities have pursued such development.
2

Division ofAcademic and VocationalLearning Stages

Division of academic and vocational learning in English legal edu-

cation results from the practice of modeling modem programs upon
historical antecedents. Legal education at the Inns was vocational in

nature, because historically law was organized and taught by members
of the Inns who were practicing barristers. The Inns perpetuate that

same legal education model in the general belief that it successfully
123
taught specific skills to barristers.
But, historically, that was not the case. Although legal history
scholars cannot agree as to just when and why the Inns became institutions for only barristers, they widely agree that the educational pro-

gram originally served all lawyers, not just barristers. Originally, all
attorneys except the Serjeants-at-law could associate freely in the
Inns.'2 For, although the Inns were responsible for the nomenclature
Council had acted ultra vires in lowering the general level of fares on the buses and underground
by supplementing those fares with general rate revenue (tax revenue). In deciding the case, it was
necessary to construe the Transport Act to determine whether the Greater London Council had
used sound economic business principles in reducing the fares. Although the Court in construing
the Act had to interpret what was meant by "good economic business policies," it did so without
regard to economic or social science data. Instead, the court decided the case by literally construing the language of the statute.
Accord L. JAFFE, supra note 118, at 108. In discussing two decisions concerning wrongful
dismissal, Professor Jaffe commented. "These two cases illustrate well the degree to which some
English judges will go in ignoring or glossing over basic policy considerations, and in deciding or
appearing to decide a case on severely technical or pseudological grounds." Id at 27.
120 See ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES REPORT, supra note 13, at 632-33.
121 Id

122 Id
123 See 2 W. HOLDSWORTH, supra note 17, at 484-506.
124 Except for the earliest accounts of the Serjeant Inn in the 1300-1400s, in which only Serjeants-at-law were admitted, attorneys mingled freely. See G. RADCLIFFE & G. CROSS, supra note
17, at 381-83.
The first recorded exclusion order of nonbarristers occurred in Middle Temple in 1555.
"[U]p to 1793 attorneys, solicitors, and clerks might be members of the greater Houses and continue to follow their professions and at the same time qualify for the Bar." Bellot, The Exclusion of
Attorneysfrom the Inns of Court, 26 LAW Q. REv. 137, 144-45 (1910).
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"barrister" because of the position occupied by certain attorneys during
education exercises, 121 the Inns did not totally exclude non-barristers
until the eighteenth century. 126 Additionally, the different employment
functions that characterize the division of solicitor and barrister generally were not followed until the middle part of the nineteenth
7
century.

12

The present day Inns also harbor the misconception that the early
Inns' educational programs were entirely vocational. That was not the
case either. The format of the educational programs during the period
when education was thriving at the Inns in the late sixteenth century
until the end of the seventeenth century consisted of both readings and
practical exercises.
The readings were formal lectures by eminent
legal scholars, bearing little relationship to subjects and skills necessary
for a practicing barrister. 129 Descriptions of the readings indicate they
were physically exhausting, boring lectures on esoteric topics. Coke, in
1628, likened readings to riddles:
[A]ncient readings for proofe of the law, but new readings have not that
honour, for they are so obscure and dark. The main problem was that the
cases presented by readers were 'long,' obscure and intricate, full of new
conceits, like rather to riddles than lectures, which when they are opened
they vanish into smoke.13
Practical exercises consisted of moots, case arguments and observation of trials.13 ' Although these exercises were conducted by practicing lawyers and had as their purpose the development of practical
skills, there was little in the way of formal instruction. Students at the
Inns commonly complained that they were cast adrift without supervision, counseling or instruction in the law. 32 In a letter sounding very
much like one written in 1984 by a first year law student, one student at
Lincoln's Inn in 1598 recounted:
My mother sent me to London to learn the law; when I had saluted the
threshold, I found a foreign language, a barbarous dialect, an uncouth
method, a mass which was not only large, but which was to be continually
125 See T. PLUCKNETr, supra note 112, at 224-25.
126 See Bellot, supra note 124, at 144-45.
127 In 1846, the Court of Common Pleas ruled that there was no binding rule of law preventing
a barrister from accepting a brief from a lay client. Bennett v. Hale, 117 Eng. Rep. 423 (C.P.
1850). The court refused to recognize such a rule of law because it did not rest upon immemorial
usage. See also 6 W. HOLDWORTH, supra note 17, at 444.
128 Although the exercises varied between Inns, they generally had a similar format. See W.
PREST, supra note 95, at 116-47.
129 See id at 120-23.
130 E. COKE, INSTrrUTEs I, 280-81 (1628), quoted in W. PREST, supra note 95, at 127.
131 See W. PREST, supra note 95, at 116-47.
132 Id at 140-42.
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133
born on the shoulders; and I confess that my heart sank within me.
Either because of the wide availability of printed literature for
study or because the lawyers responsible for legal education began
spending more time on the practice of law and less time on educational
endeavors, by the end of the seventeenth century formal legal educa134
tion in the Inns was temporarily defunct.
In the mid-nineteenth century, after extensive study and debate by
a select committee of the House of Commons, legal education by the
Inns was coaxed into existence again. 35 The Inns formed the Council
of Legal Education and the Inns of Court School of Law. 36 In response to criticism that legal education lacked specific standards and
rigor, bar examinations were required for the first time. The emphasis
in legal education then shifted to lectures designed to help students
37
memorize substantive material for the bar examination.
Problems similar to those chronicled in the early Inns, such as in133 Id at 142 n.16 (citing R. EDGEWORTH, ESSAYS ON PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION 313 (1809)).
Cf. T. EHRLICH & G. HAZARD, GOING TO LAW SCHOOL? 127 (1975)
I think everybody is sort of a little overwhelmed to start with. You're sort of thrown into a
pool and made to swim. There is no real effort to try and point out to you, point by point,
what's going on. You just sort of dump yourself into the whole environment and try to find
your way out.
134 Prest notes that legal exercises were defunct by the end of the seventeenth century. See W.
PREST, supra note 95, at 70, 124.
Holdworth notes that "the decline and fall of the educational system of the Inns of Court falls
into three periods: (i) the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries; (ii) the Commonwealth
period; and (iii) the latter part of the seventeenth century." Holdsworth, The Disappearanceofthe
EducationalSystem of the Inns of Court, 69 U. OF PA. L. REv. 201 (1921). Holdsworth suggests
three causes for the decline of legal education in the Inns: (1) the effects of the introduction of
printing; (2) as a consequence of printing, students used the printed book as a shortcut to knowledge and ignored the readings, moots and other exercises in the Inns; and (3) barristers and benchers because of their prosperity, spent less time on their educational endeavors and more on their
practice. Id at 202-05.
135 Commenting on the nineteenth century reform movement on legal education, the Ormrod
Committee reported:
The results of the Select Committee of 1846 [Select Committee on Legal Education, House of
Commons, 1846] can, therefore, be summed up in this way. It was successful in stimulating
the academic study of English law at the universities, which gradually attracted an increasing
proportion of intending barristers and, to a lesser extent, of intending solicitors, and so helped
to raise the standards of the average barrister and solicitor. It was also successful, in the end,
in establishing a system of qualifying examinations for both branches of the profession. But,
instead of producing a co-ordinated system of training for each branch, or for both together,
two separate systems of law teaching developed, a university system, with a predominantly
academic approach, and a professional system dominated by its own examination requirements. The problems arising from the inter-relations and inter-actions of these systems have
pre-occupied, and continue to pre-occupy, all who are concerned with education for the legal
profession. They have generated a great deal of dissatisfaction and discussion and a certain
lack of confidence between academic and professional lawyers.
Ormrod Report, supra note 13, at 13.
136 For a summary of this period see id at 4-15.
137 Id at 12.
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sufficient instruction and guidance and lack of educational rigor, continued to plague students in the Inns of Court School of Law from the
mid-nineteenth century to the present. 138 Yet the Inns continued to
ignore these problems.

The fundamental concept of retaining a division between academic and vocational education was questioned. It was argued that
such a division was counterproductive to the education and training of
the legal profession. 139 It was believed that by following academic

study with a vocational course, integration of the theory with the practice of law would be better accomplished. 140 In retrospect, the separate
learning stages appear to have exacerbated distinctions between the
theory and the practice of law. 14 1 This method of learning also inhibited the development and teaching of practice courses by universities.
Reformers have made respectable efforts throughout the nine-

teenth and twentieth centuries to unify the academic and vocational
stages of legal education and programs for barristers and solicitors into

one law school. 142 The central argument of reformers was that teaching different practice skills was no longer necessary because most barristers and solicitors specialize by substantive area. Therefore, the

skills used are similar for both professions.143 It became increasingly
apparent that unification was opposed most often by those fearing fusion of the legal profession. 144
Recently, the Ormrod Committee and the Royal Commission on
Legal Services recommended a common educational scheme, within an
academic environment, for the two branches of the profession.14 5 Their
138 See id at 5-15; ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES REPORT, supra note 13, at 639.
139 See generally, Ormrod Report, supra note 13, at 56-77; ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL
SERVICES REPORT, supra note 13, at 629, 636-40. See also 15 W. HOLDSWORTH, supra note 17, at
246.
140 ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES REPORT, su.pra note 13, at 636.
141 Id at 629-36.
142 Between 1846 and 1915, parliamentary and university committees and influential members
of the profession suggested combining legal education for solicitors and barristers in one university-directed law school. See Ormrod Report, supra note 13, at 9-11.
143 All lawyers, without regard to specialization, should be proficient in certain fundamental
skills: fact gathering, oral communication, interviewing, counseling, negotiating and legal writing.
Although the Ormrod Committee did not suggest that the skills necessary for being a barrister or solicitor were identical, description of the areas necessary for expertise are not differentiated
by the branches of the profession. See Ormrod Report, supra note 13, at 35-40.
For an excellent description of a legal education program for achieving lawyer competency
see Cahn, supra note 53.
144 See Ormrod Report, supra note 13, at 9-11.
145 See id at 44, 67-68, 94-97. A minority of the Ormrod Committee disagreed with the recommendation that vocational education should be placed in an academic environment. Id at 68-70,
97. See also ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERvIcEs REPORT, supra note 13, at 636-37.
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recommendation reflects the rejection of the fundamental and traditional beliefs concerning British legal education.
To date, these major recommendations have not been implemented. 46 Instead, the Inns of Court School of Law has responded by
refining and expanding its vocational program for barristers. 147 The
Inns of Court School of Law vocational course of study now reflects
increased rigorous practice training. Nevertheless, the problems chronicled by past critics of legal education appear inherent in the British
legal education system and are related to the history, development and
control by the Inns of Court over legal education and Call to the
Bar. 148 Dividing responsibility for education between vocationally-oriented professional associations and academic institutions suggests that
this division has an adverse effect upon developing innovative approaches to legal problems. The control the Inns have exercised over
legal education has traditionally stymied diversified study and development of innovative approaches to the practice of law. The separate
learning stages are just that, and may continue to impede barristers
from integrating the theory with the practice of law. Accordingly, British legal education may play less of a role than the influence of professional rules in guaranteeing competence.
3. Dining Club Atmosphere
The central role of the dining requirement in British legal education is best understood as a product of tradition. There persists a mythical belief that Inn programs were designed for and have successfully
educated barristers in a serious and systematic fashion for almost five
hundred years.
One observation made concerning barristers' education is that it
retains "a dining club" atmosphere and lacks the rigors of a well-developed program, even though its origins can be traced to the thirteenth
century. This observation is not surprising and can be explained
largely by reflecting on the historical character and development of the
early Inns. 1 49 The Inns did not begin as educational institutions, but
evolved into educational institutions. Recent scholarship indicates that
146 The Senate of the Inns failed to adopt either the proposal for a common vocational stage of
education for both branches of the profession or the suggestion of merger of the Inns of Court
School of Law with university law programs. ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES REPORT,
supra note 13, at 612-13.
147 See supra notes 98-99.
148 . R. HAZELL, supra note 1, at 78-79.
149 See supra note 109 and accompanying text.
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the Inns began as clubs, offices and lodging houses. 150 The Inns functioned as private inns, where a group of practicing lawyers communally
rented lodgings, hired a cook and servants, and had a place to live and
work. 15 1 It is believed that education became an integral part of the
Inns as a consequence of two events. First, because the universities
taught only civil and roman law, the Inns' need to provide education in
the common law became clear.' 52 Second, after much prompting, the

Inns adopted academic requirements for Call to the Bar, 153 and it was
after this that legal education flourished. Evolution of the Inns from
places to live and dine into institutions for studying law'5 4 has had im-

portant consequences for present day English legal education. One
such consequence is that the Inns have continued to reflect a "dining
club" atmosphere.
Dining once was an integral part of the educational program. Extended mock performances and professional discussions were commonplace during dining. Dining integrated several aspects of a barrister's
life, because barristers lived, dined and worked within the Inns' structures. Even though these educational programs are all but extinct, as is

the seventeenth century barrister's way of life, dining continues to be
an institutional tradition. Legal education has suffered, however, be-

cause rather than shaping this structure it has conformed to it. Nevertheless, this historical anomaly is retained in the face of the almost
universal criticism by those who have examined legal education that
155
dining is educationally dysfunctional.

150 "The education, the discipline, the whole life of the Inns of Court was collegiate in the best
sense of the word." 2 W. HOLDSWORTH, supra note 17, at 509.

151 The prototype Inn of Court rather emerged when a group of practising lawyers, whose
business brought them regularly to London each term, clubbed together in order to 'rent a
house, hire a cook and manciple, engage a servant or two and be assured of a bed and a
reasonable dinner.'
S. Thome, The Early History of the Inns of Court, with Special Reference to Gray's Inn, 1959
GRAYA 50, quoted in W. PRnST, supra note 95, at 3-4 (footnotes omitted).
152 For a summary of the early efforts at university education see Ormrod Report, supra note
13, at 3-5; T. PLUCKNETT, supra note 112, at 219.
153 See W. PREST, supra note 95, at 50-59. But see G. RADCLIFFE & G. CRoss, supra note 17,
at 383. Although it is difficult to tell whether this occurred during the fourteenth century or later,
Radcliffe and Cross profess that "[t]he Inns were centres of education." Id at 38.
154 See supra note 150.
155 See R. JACKSON, supra note 13, at 442. The Royal Commission observed that dining falls
far short from providing a collegiate atmosphere. Benchers dine at a high table, apart from other
barristers and students, and most barristers do not dine in hall, except to complete their dining.
When barristers do dine, they stick to themselves and dine in their own social groups. Dining
costs are substantial, especially in travel and accommodation. ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL
SERVICES REPORT, supra note 13, at 641-42; see also Ormrod Report, supra note 13, at 83.
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C. Legal Education in the United States: A Comparison
Legal education in the United States differs considerably from that
of England in its philosophy and organization. In the United States,
law is a three year postgraduate, rather than undergraduate, course of
study, generally entered into after study in any number of fields of concentration or majors. For example, students may have studied such
diverse areas as political science, geology, languages or engineering.
The possession of a baccalaureate degree after four years of undergraduate education is generally considered mandatory for admission to an
approved law school.
Professional associations do not directly control legal education,
although they are responsible for the bar examination. The majority of
law school curricula are structured independently of the bar examination. 156 Law study is academically based. It is perceived not as a vocational course of study, but, as the degree awarded indicates, as a
general study of the law.' 57 Philosophically, legal education is not
designed to equip a new lawyer with skills necessary for the immediate
practice of law; rather, American law schools have traditionally relied

upon employment to provide the new lawyer with appropriate training.5' If American legal education has a philosophy, it is that the
study of law requires rigorous adherence to mastering theoretical and
analytical concepts through the use of the socratic method. 159
Despite its clear shortcomings, socratic methodology and the sub-

stantive courses, at least in the first year of law school, appear to provide a coherent, organized analytical and substantive approach to the

study of law.' 60 The criticism has been directed mainly toward the second and third years of law study. Such criticism has focused on the
156 The Association of American Law Schools strenuously objects to bar qualifications based
on required courses. See Allen, The Prospectsof University Law Training, 63 A.B.A.J. 346 (1977).
See also Beytagh, PrescribedCoursesas PrerequisitesforTaking Bar Examinations.:Indiana'sExperiment in Controlling Legal Education, 26 J. LEGAL EDUC. 449 (1974) (criticizing the requirement of prescribed courses for Indiana bar membership).
157 The Cramton Report indicates:
Law Schools have not, however, undertaken to provide such comprehensive training that
individuals emerge upon graduation as fully competent, ready-to-practice lawyers. The
traditional view has emphasized that 'the aim of the law school. . . is not to train lawyers,
but to educate [individual] for becoming lawyers.' This view of legal education stresses the
role of experience and training after law school (a period of informal apprenticeship or professional development) in the development of a full-fledged, competent lawyer.
Cramton Report, supra note 6, at 11, quoting inpart Neal, he Functionsofa Law School, 15 U.
CHI. SCH. REc. 6 (1967).
158 Id

159 See supra note 101.
160 But see E. DVORKIN, J. HIMMELSTEIN & H. LESNICK, BECOMING A LAWYER: A HUMANISTIC PERSPECTIVE ON LEGAL EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONALISM (1981).
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failure of law schools to broaden sufficiently their approach toward in-

tegrating practice skills with purely substantive courses. Some law
schools have responded to criticism and have varied their curriculum
by offering practice courses. Many innovative and interdisciplinary approaches to problem solving are explored and encouraged in law school
clinical programs. In that regard, American legal education fuses theory and a certain level of practice skills within an academic environment. But, it is also true that many law schools continue to serve as
places in which a student can academically and theoretically "think
like a lawyer," but where he or she cannot acquire the skills to practice
like one. Law school educational programs have been intensely scrutinized as possible reasons for lawyer incompetency in the courtroom.
Specifically, the continuous argument over whether legal education
should include a vocational stage or component as a measure for combatting lawyer incompetency echos a prominent theme presently debated in American legal education. Comparison is usually made with
the British legal education system, which includes a vocational
component.
In spite of the problems that have continued to plague British legal
education, there is a certain romanticism in the United States which
extols the beneficial effect that this type of legal education has upon a
barrister's performance.1 61 Therefore, it is not surprising that adoption
of British legal education is usually viewed as a possible solution for
62
improving the performance of attorneys in the United States.1
To regard the British legal education system as a model to emulate, however, is erroneous for three reasons. First, a clear contrast between the American and English systems of legal education exists on a
number of levels: breadth of law student educational background; separation of academic/substantive law study from an equivalent vocational focus; professional, as opposed to academic, curricula control;
and differing philosophical commitments to training lawyers for practice. These differences between the two educational systems make it
awkward to superimpose part of the British system onto American legal education. Second, on its own terms, English legal education may
not easily be deemed a success.' 63 Even with its venerable history, the
organization and content of legal academic and vocational programs
are undergoing continuing scrutiny and change. Finally, British legal
161 See Ablard, supra note 96; Burger, supra note 4, at 228; Devitt, supra note 8, at 930 n. 120.
162 See Burger, supra note 4, at 228.
163 See supra notes 140-48 and accompanying text.
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education may not influence barrister competency as much as admirers
of the British system would have us believe.
American legal education provides an academically viable program, with the potential for greater fusion of academic and practical
education. Reliance on the English model of legal education in toto
would be a mistake. Rather than regarding British legal education as
the total cure, it may be more helpful to use the British model as an aid
in focusing on specific issues such as integration of academic theory
and practice skills and the proper setting in which such training should
take place.
VI.

APPRENTICESHIP

A. Apprenticeship in England for Barristers: Pupillage
It is widely acknowledged that eating dinners, completing institutional education and passing a set of examinations do not equip a barrister for practice."64 Pupillage gives a beginning barrister the
opportunity to practice without exposing "real" clients to the dangers
of incompetency. Pupillage has a direct effect upon providing a minimal competency standard for barristers. That is partly a function, however, both of the pupillage system and exposure to practice. Many
commentators have high regard for the English practice of pupillage.
Upon closer scrutiny, however, it carries with it uncertain strengths and
clear weaknesses.
Before being called to the Bar and entering private practice, a barrister must make a commitment to complete a year as a pupil of a practicing barrister who is an approved pupil master. 165 During the first six
months of that year of pupillage, a barrister must promise not to undertake any work on his or her own account. 166 Pupillage requires that a
student locate a barrister willing to undertake the responsibility of pupil master. 167 The most wid~iy used method for locating a pupil master
164 "[B]arrister robes offer no assurance that the barrister has ever received any instruction or
assistance on the technique of appearing in court; they guarantee no more than that he has
eaten his dinners, passed his examinations and embarked on a pupillage. Of any knowledge
or experience of advocacy he may be wholly innocent. Can this be right?"
R. MEGARRY, supra note 33, at 100.
165 A pupil master is a barrister who has, for not less than five years, continuously practiced at
the Bar of England and Wales and is on the list of approved pupil masters kept by the Masters of
the Bench of his Inn. Senate Consolidated Regulation 39, quoted in Annual Statement, The Senate of the Inns of Court and the Bar 52 (1977-78).
166 See W. BOULTON, supra note 21, at 61. Until 1959, pupillage was not obligatory and one
could be called to the Bar without it. Annual Statement of the Bar Council 36 (1957).
167 The Senate of the Inns of Court has prescribed the obligations and functions of the pupil
master as follows: (1) Give specific and detailed teaching instruction in the settling of pleadings
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is through personal connections, although each Inn has a committee to

help locate available positions.' 68 During pupillage, the pupil is exposed to all aspects of the master's work: reviewing paperwork and
accompanying the master to conferences and court. 16 9 Unpaid during

this period of time, a pupil is usually given some of the work referred to
the master, in order to obtain practical experience.

By direct observation of a master, the pupil has a model to emulate and is exposed to bar traditions and ethics. Instruction in practice
skills is individualized, so that theoretically time can be devoted to instruction and criticism. The importance of such a system for barristers

is understandable in that practicing barristers are in essence solo practitioners. In theory, without pupillage, a barrister would be without guidance and on his or her own from the beginning.

Pupillage, although providing valuable experience, can be quite
demoralizing to the pupil. The lack of payment often places the pupil

in a subordinate and precarious position. Others in chambers consider
pupils as "hangers-on," and subject them to many indignities. 170 The

lack of payment 17 1 also dissuades many able persons from becoming
barristers. While it is true that during the last six months a pupil can
and other documents. (2) Ensure that the pupil is well grounded in the rules of conduct and
etiquette of the Bar. (3) Require the pupil to read and attempt draft pleadings and other documents, including opinions; then discuss the drafts personally with the pupil. (4) Require the pupil
to accompany the master to court on frequent, but not necessarily all, occasions; instruct the pupil
in note-taking and discuss the proceedings with him or her afterwards. (5) If the master has an
essentially High Court practice, arrange for the pupil from time to time to accompany the junior
members of chambers to lower courts. (6) Invite the pupil to sit on many (but not necessarily all)
conferences. (7) Encourage a relationship between the master, chambers colleagues and the pupil
whereby the pupil is encouraged to discuss problems and receive information on matters relating
to practice. (8) In the second six months, take a direct interest in such work as the pupil accepts on
his or her own, in particular, court appearances. A post mortem on the pupil's early efforts in
advocacy should be part of the assistance given by the pupil master. The obligations of the pupil
are to be conscientious in receiving the instruction given and apply him or herself full time
thereto. See Duties of Pupil-Masters and Pupils, Annual Statement, The Senate of the Inns of
Court and the Bar 52-53 (1977-78).
168 See R. HAzELL, su.pra note 1, at 84.
169 See Annual Statement, supra note 167.

170 Hazell recalls his pupillage:
Lack of payment for his work is not the only indignity a pupil has to suffer. In many other
little ways he is made to feel unwanted, transient, a second-class citizen. In a number of
chambers pupils are not allowed to use the telephone, nor can they be telephoned: the clerks
are told (or themselves decide) not to take calls for pupils. In one set of chambers, where I
was a pupil, we were not even allowed to share in the chambers' supply of tea and coffee!
R. HAZELL, supra note 1, at 94.

171 Until 1975, the pupil paid a fee to the pupil master of £100 for 12 months, or £50 for six
months. See Annual Statement, The General Council of the Bar 26 (1970-71); Annual Statement,
The General Council of the Bar 10 (1938).
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accept cases, these cases will not be lucrative enough to sustain a
barrister.
Despite the importance of pupillage, neither the universities nor
the Inns directly supervise the pupillage system. 172 Consequently, an
absence of uniform standards results in variation in the quality of pupillage. Thus, a pupillage experience can range from deplorable to admirable depending very much upon the personality and prediliction
of
1
73
the individual pupil master.
Some pupil masters view pupillage as
an opportunity to expand their practices. By accepting more briefs
than they can handle themselves, they rely on the "free" work done by
their pupils. Instruction, in these instances, is often nonexistent. Instead of encouraging a pupil's pride in his work, this kind of experience
actively discourages it because the master receives the credit and the
payment.
Other pupils report that, although they are assigned work, they
receive little or no comment on its merits and it is not used by their
master. Some pupil masters, however, assign their pupil work without
regard to its utility in order to provide practice and instruction for their
pupil.
Another difficulty is the limited exposure that the pupil receives to
diverse practice situations. Pupils are attached to individual barristers.
This arrangement has been criticized because the pupil's experience is
necessarily limited to that barrister's substantive area of practice.1 74
Because pupillage is not a promise of future employment, and chamber
tenancies are difficult to locate, specialization in that subject matter will
not likely be of value in later practice.
Similarly, the work a pupil will observe and be involved with is
usually High Court, if civil, or Crown Court, if criminal. Pupillage
must be with a barrister who has a minimum of five years of practice,
and experienced barristers tend to practice mostly in high courts. Be172 ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES REPORT, supra note 13, at 644-46. See also infra
note 175 and accompanying text.
173 See R. HAZELL, supra note 1, at 87; R. MEGARRY, supra note 33, at 101.
The Commission on Legal Services suggested that a record and report be prepared and submitted, evidencing satisfactory completion of pupillage. ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVIcEs REPORT, supra note 13, at 643-46. The Senate of the Inns of Court and the Bar have
proposed to introduce such a record. See Annual Statement of the Inns of Court and the Bar 37
(1980-8 1). Although this proposal acknowledges that there should be some-control over pupillage,
it fails to address the reasons for non-uniformity.
174 See OrmrodReport,supra note 13, at 60; R. HAZELL, supra note 1, at 87. The Senate of the
Inns of Court and the Bar have agreed that "the trend to treat a pupil as a chambers responsibility
should be encouraged although this should not detract from the direct responsibility of the pupilmaster." Annual Statement of the Inns of Court and the Bar, 37 (1980-81).
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cause beginning barristers practice in the lower courts, an understanding of those courts' work and operation would be a more valuable
experience for a beginning barrister than observing High Court
litigation.
The Bar Council responded to some of the pupillage problems by
issuing general giudelines.'" But as they are only advisory, they do not
address the lack of uniform standards and have had little impact. The
lack of control over pupillage because of the failure to formulate specific goals causes additional problems. This is illustrated by the restrictive apprenticeship placement allowed. Exposure to a wider range of
work in the lower courts and in a variety of substantive law areas could
be achieved through supervision of pupils by a set of chambers, instead
of one barrister. 176 Another problem is that service with a judge satisfies only one-quarter of the pupillage requirement, 77 even though the
experience in courtroom observation, writing and decisionmaking contributes to the development of practice skills. Pupillage with a set of
chambers or a judge could, however, increase the scope of practice
skills and improve the transition between institutional education and
practice. Instead, the absence of standards and lack of definite goals
makes it evident that pupillage is narrowly conceived. The ability to
exploit available opportunities is significantly reduced.
Nevertheless, pupillage, even when poorly designed, involves a
new barrister extensively in the litigation process, as more than a spectator. A pupil can draft papers, attend conferences with clients and
solicitors, and be exposed to everything that a more experienced barrister undertakes. In this regard, even the least supervised pupillage is of
value in preparing a barrister for practice. Pupillage is also a period in
which those students who are not suited for a career at the bar will
determine whether to continue. The lack of financial support and difficulty in locating a tenancy contribute to discouraging all but the most
dedicated.
B.

Apprenticeship Programs in the United States

Pupillage represents the British legal education system's commitment to prepare a barrister for practice after fulfilling the requirements
for Call to the Bar. Presently, American legal education lacks that
175 See Memorandum of the Senate of the Inns of Court, Aug. 1977, reprintedin Annual Statement, The Senate of the Inns of Court and the Bar, 45-46 (1977-78).
176 See R. HAZEL, supra note 1, at 87.

177 See Consolidated Regulations of the Four Inns of Court, Nos. 39, 40, 4th Schedule (b)ii)

(June 1975).
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commitment, although historically, the training of American lawyers
was based on apprenticeship.17 Largely because of extensive criticism,
apprenticeship training was replaced with institutional and academically-based training in the form of the American law school."7 9 The
Langdellian theoretical and analytically based "socratic dialogue" replaced practice-based training.1 80 Largely in response to student questioning of the utility of the socratic-type traditional methods of
instruction,"8 ' however, American law schools began to include "practice" courses in the curriculum.
These courses are based on two different formats: simulated
courses and clinical courses involving real clients. Students in simulated courses practice on mock clients and cases. The courses can teach
a wide range of skills: interviewing, drafting legal documents, pretrial
preparation, trial practice and appellate advocacy. But although they
acquaint students with ethics and practice skills, simulated format
courses are not a substitute for client instruction and supervision in a
"real" setting. 182

Therefore, many law schools also provide a clinical program that
involves real clients. Clinical programs can be classified as either "inhouse" or external to the law school. In-house clinics allow students to
practice and obtain instruction from faculty within the law school on
cases which involve real clients. The in-house clinical programs are
designed with low student-faculty ratios which allow continuous instruction and supervision in handling real client cases. External clinics,
termed "externships," also involve real clients and cases, but they take
place outside the law school in law offices or governmental agencies
under a practicing attorney's or judge's supervision. The externship
programs are closest to pupillage. Additionally, students have created
their own adhoc apprenticeships by engaging in part-time employment
in law firms and government agencies as either volunteer or paid law
clerks. These employment opportunities are unsupervised by law
school faculty and are not considered part of the educational program.
Academics favoring "traditional" legal education have often
178 See supra note 157 and accompanying text. Legal education until 1870 consisted solely of
an apprenticeship system. For a history of apprenticeship as a mode of legal education in the
United States see A. CHROUST, THE RISE OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION IN AMERICA 31-32 (1965).
179 See A. CHROUST, supra note 178.
180 See supra note 101.
181 See Johnstone, Student Discontent andEducationalReform in the Law Schools, 23 J. LEGAL
EDUC. 255 (1970).
182 Practice on real clients is necessary to coordinate the theories and concepts of substantive
law, professional ethics and advocacy, and to give them meaning in a humanistic context.
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greeted with hostility efforts to include practice courses in the law
school curriculum. 18 3 Opposition is based on the belief that such

courses are less rigorous than substantive courses and do little other
than teach mechanical "vocational-type" skills.
Unfortunately, these attitudes have resulted in the failure to provide an active and integrated classroom role for the judiciary 18 4 and the

practicing bar." 5 Resistance has also been demonstrated in law
schools' curricula by the effort to keep the number of clinical courses to
a minimum. 6 And although practice courses are part of the curricu-

lum, they are generally not integrated with the traditional substantive
courses.1 8 7 The result has been incomplete curricular development.
Consequently, those students who elect a clinical course usually have
not obtained exposure, practice or instruction in the entire litigation
process prior to their clinical experience. 88
Students involved in simulation courses, in particular, may experience only segments of the litigation process because of the lack of cur-

riculum integration. In this regard, practice courses cannot be equated
with the experience that pupillage offers a new barrister. In a time of
financial chaos, the situation is unlikely to improve. In-house clinics
are more expensive than either simulated practice courses or extern-

ships.18 9 Therefore, many law schools may adopt simulation practice
183 Hostility to clinical programs is evidenced by the remarks of a past president of The Associ-

ation of American Law Schools:
I am not opposed to limited clinical program... but I do believe these programs are an
important side show-the main action is in another tent. The key to all of these programs is
supervised, educational experience. We should not yield to internal (student) and external
(bar, judicial) clamor for immediate gratification of an understandable thirst for involvement
in the 'real' world at the expense of what we know to be our principal mission.
President'sMessage, AALS Newsletter, Feb. 1979 at 1 (emphasis in the original).
184 See Burger, supra note 4; Kaufman, supra note 4; Devitt, supra note 8. But cf. Frank, Why
Not a ClinicalLawyer-School?, 81 U. PA. L. REV. 907, 916 (1933) (advocating a greater role for
judges in the instruction of law students).
185 See Nelson, Prefatory Remarks, 29 CLEV. ST. L. Rav. 363, 364-67 (1980).
186 Redmount & Shaffer, Learningthe Law-Thoughts Towarda Human Perspective, 51 NOTRE
DAME LAW. 956, 962 (1976).
187 One of the reasons for failing to provide a comprehensive exposure to the litigation process
is that "Faculties have not been concerned in the past with creating a track of litigation oriented
courses which would permit a comprehensive education in the subject such as is afforded at many
schools in corporations, tax, commercial law, land transactions and even poverty law." McElhaney, To ward the Effective Teaching of TrialAdvocacy, 29 U. MIAMI L. REv. 198, 216 (1975). But
see Little, Skills Trainingin the Torts Course, 31 J. LEGAL EDUC. 614 (1981) (describing the integration of negotiation and advocacy simulations in the substantive torts course).
188 See Pincus, PrefatoryRemarks, 29 CLEV. ST. L. REv. 348, 349 (1980).
189 See Gee & Jackson, Bridging the Gap: Legal Education and Lawyer Competency, 1977
B.Y.U. L. REv. 695, 891-92; Gorman, ClinicalLegal Educatior" A Prospectus,44 S. CAL. L. REv.
537, 558 (1971); Spring, Realism Revisited ClinicalEducationand Conflict of Goals in LegalEducation, 13 WAsHuRN L.J. 421, 428 (1974).
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courses or instead may eliminate practice courses in favor of less costly
educational programs.
Despite some academics' resistance to teaching practice courses in
law schools, the legal community's response to law school practice programs generally has been favorable. 9 0 In particular, the organized bar
has welcomed externship programs for the employment of law students
as clerks. But often the students serve as a source of cheap labor.1 9 '
Students are exposed to litigation, but their work is not systematically
assigned, and although it is of beneficial use to the lawyer, student
work may be accompanied only rarely by instruction for the student.
Although many academics in law schools, the practicing bar and
the judiciary have accepted practice courses in the curriculum, this acceptance does not represent a change in the philosophy of legal education. Until the law schools coherently integrate practice courses into
the teaching program and involve the bar and judiciary in the teaching
192
process, lawyer competency may only improve to a small degree.
The Chief Justice has recommended that the last year of law school be
devoted to a form of apprenticeship.1 93 This suggestion demonstrates a
recognition that legal education has a responsibility to prepare law students for practice upon completion of law school, a view shared by the
British legal education system. Comparison of British pupillage to

American clinical programs is instructive and relevant in suggesting
that, without uniform standards, specific goals and effective academic
190 See Grossman, ClinicalLegal Education: History and Diagnosis, 26 J. LEGAL EDuc. 162,
177 (1974). A survey of attorneys in Illinois indicated that 88% favored law school curriculum
changes that would provide law students with more practical experience with actual legal
problems and the courts. See Dunn, LegalEducation and the Attitudes of PractisingAttorneys, 22
J. LEGAL EDUC. 220, 220-26 (1969). Professor Conrad in commenting upon the University of
Michigan Law School clinic bar relations, reported that opposition from the practicing bar was
not from those who feared losing business, but from those members of the bar against whom the
clinic filed suits. "They were concerned because [the clinic was] bringing suits that wouldn't be
brought at all if the clinic didn't do it." Conrad, 'Letterfrom the Law Clinic," 26 J. LEGAL EDUC.
194, 204 (1974).
191 See Gee and Jackson, supra note 189, at 888 n.203 (1977). See also Redlich, Perceptionsofa
ClinicalProgram, 44 S. CAL. L. REv. 574, 587-89 (1971) (describing various legal aid clinics that
lack adequate student supervision). Redlich concludes that "education is the goal with the least
priority." Id at 588. Grossman notes that the use of indigent cases in law school clinics often
results in "exploitation in the use of law students to help meet a responsibility which the practicing
bar should meet." Grossman, supra note 190, at 177.
192 But see Cramton & Jensen, supra note 4. They emphasize that "the Partridge-Bermant
finding on the lack of positive effect of trial advocacy courses should give pause to those who
assume that the answer to lawyers' deficiencies is the requirement of a new law school program."
Id at 263.
193 See Burger, supra note 4, at 232.
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supervision of practice courses, problems pupillage students experience
may be experienced also by American law students.
After examining American clinical programs, it becomes evident
that even though there are weaknesses in these programs there is little
reason to adopt the pupillage model in their stead. In particular,
American externship programs are strikingly similar to British pupillage, especially those programs that allow a student to earn a semester
of law school credit by fulfilling an externship. It is instructive to compare these programs with pupillage, because both take place outside
direct institutional control of an academic environment. Such comparison suggests that many externships and pupillage share common
weaknesses: lack of uniform standards and specific goals. This can be
attributed in large part to sharing the same structure. Because both are
located outside a law school, they lack direct and continuous academic
supervision. Except in those instances when either judge, practicing attomey or barrister adopts the true role of teacher by providing continuous instruction and supervision and giving full exposure to the entire
litigation process, the exteruship program suffers. Because of the lack
of instruction, another direct consequence observed is that the integration of substantive law and theory with practice tends to suffer. Failure
to recognize that direct academic supervision helps create a uniform
and worthwhile experience may result in duplicating the problems experienced with pupillage. Fortunately, some externship programs and
in-house clinical programs are designed to provide exposure to practice
in a structured environment. These programs recognize that uniformity in exposure to the litigation process must be structured so that fundamental lawyering skills are integrated with substantive law and
theory. Continuous and direct supervision of students provides uniform standards in these programs.
Even with the resistance to integrating practice courses into the
curriculum, the institutional structure of American law schools provides a unique opportunity for adopting uniform standards and realizing adequate supervision in practice programs. Moreover, comparison
with the British experience indicates that integration of practice courses
with the substantive curriculum very well may incorporate the
strengths of pupillage without its weaknesses. Therefore, adopting the
British pupillage model is not a constructive means for improving lawyer competency. Rather, the direction indicated after this comparison
is to devote American law school energies toward building a meaningful integration of theory and practice within the law school academic
environment.
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CONCLUSION

In the British system of advocacy, institutional and informal professional rules act to assure uniform courtroom performance of barristers. For example, the limited access of lay clients to barristers, in
terms of the relatively exclusive focus on litigation assumed by barristers and the unique relationship between solicitor and barrister, ensures
that appropriately skilled barristers are matched to a particular set of
cases. Limiting rights of appearance for non-barristers in higher courts
creates a greater volume of complex legal work for the barristers, which
ensures that they develop and maintain high quality advocacy skills.
Moreover, barrister pupillage exposes bar students on an experiential
basis to the social mores and practice techniques of the barrister.
Institutional British legal education plays less of a role than professional rules and pupillage in influencing barristers' performance. In
addition, separate academic and vocational stages and control by the
Inns of Court over legal education significantly impede the development of an interdisciplinary approach to law study, innovation in legal
approaches and the unification of law theory and practice. Nevertheless, against increasing opposition, the traditions of the bar and the
style of advocacy are preserved by the educational system.
Examination of British professional rules, legal education and pupillage reveals two key factors regarding their influence on the British
bar. First, they are the product of the historical and social forces that
perpetuate the British legal system. Second, they are bottomed on the
non-egalitarian philosophy of the British legal system that is exemplified by the divided legal profession.
Comparison to the American legal system and profession makes it
apparent that British professional rules and legal education are largely
ill-suited as models for a reformulated American bar. Philosophically,
the American legal profession-egalitarian in nature-would be illserved by transplanting British rules and legal education.
This is not to say that the American legal profession cannot benefit
from study of the British system. For example, American attorney advocacy can benefit by observing the British pupillage system. Comparative study of barrister practice provides a framework for evaluating
and refining the role that the American judiciary, bar and law schools
should play in improving the performance of American courtroom
lawyers.

